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Abstract 
The power grid faces stability problems due to loss of inertia. The ancillary services balancing 
the system must be improved to maintain stability. In contrast to earlier studies, this thesis 
estimates how the future grid frequency quality in both the short and long term is affected by 
different control methods, using an ensemble of quality measures. The thesis uses conventional 
one-area models for the power grid and FCR-N (frequency containment reserve – normal 
operation) but develops new models for FCR-D (– disturbed operation), FFR (fast frequency 
reserve), and synthetic inertia (SI). To acquire proper input data the thesis uses an inverse 
model of the power grid to compute the momentary load disturbance, i.e., the difference 
between load and generation, from the grid frequency. The thesis makes a difference between 
proportional and derivative SI, where the latter is the one commonly associated with the term SI. 
The results show that derivative SI can improve some quality measures but requires very high 
power capacity. In contrast, proportional SI improves almost every measure the most, for a 
fraction of the required capacity. Derivative SI is therefore worth less from a system perspective. 
However, it is shown that the quality measures improved by derivative SI are related to 
hydropower wear and tear, making it more interesting for hydro power owners. Moreover, FFR 
gives no benefit to long time quality measures. Considering the short-term analysis where a 
large disturbance occurs, FFR gives almost no benefit and risks worsening the stability. Also, 
for the large disturbance, proportional SI performs the best. The results are limited by the small 
number of simulations that were performed and can only provide indications of trends. A more 
solid conclusion, however, is that one cannot expect transmission system operators (TSO) to 
introduce an ancillary service that builds on derivative SI. 
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Popular scientific summary in Swedish 

Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Det nordiska elnätet står inför flera utmaningar och det är inte sällan den minskande 
svängmassan lyfts som ett problem. Svängmassa ger systemet tröghet och underlättar 
möjligheten att hålla systemet stabilt när det uppstår obalans mellan produktion och 
konsumtion. Mängden minskar som konsekvens av att kärnkraften fasas ut och fler 
kraftelektroniskt anslutna laster och generatorer kopplas in på nätet. För att fortsatt klara 
av att stabilisera systemet kommer det krävas stödtjänster med andra egenskaper än vad 
som fanns för några år sedan. Nyligen introducerades FFR (fast frequency reserve) och 
de klassiska tjänsterna FCR-N (frequency containment reserve – normal operation) och 
FCR-D (– disturbed operation) arbetas om för att klara de nya systemförutsättningarna. 
Det är dock ifrågasatt om dessa tjänster är de som tillför mest nytta till systemet sett till 
systemstabiliteten.  

Det här examensarbetet ämnar därför kvantifiera nätfrekvenskvalitén, som är ett mått på 
balansen i elnätet och som många konsumenter är beroende av, i det nordiska elnätet 
givet olika uppsättningar av systemtjänster och nivåer av svängmassa. Ett fokus i arbetet 
har också varit att undersöka om syntetisk svängmassa (SI), som ska agera som ersättare 
för minskad svängmassa i systemet, kan fungera som en bra systemtjänst. 

I arbetet används en klassisk 1-area-modell av kraftsystemet för att simulera 
nätfrekvensen som bland annat innebär en förenkling där elektrisk last och produktion 
befinner sig i samma elektriska och geografiska punkt. Modeller för elnätsekvivalenten 
och för FCR-N har funnits tillgängliga, men för FCR-D, FFR och SI har dessa 
utvecklats under projektets gång. Ingående data för simuleringarna kräver kännedom 
om laststörningen, den momentana skillnaden mellan last och produktion, eftersom det 
är denna som får nätfrekvensen att avvika och som i sin tur systemtjänsterna balanserar. 
En invers-modell av kraftsystemet har därför använts för att beräkna denna utifrån 
befintliga nätfrekvensmätningar.  

För att kunna få en övergripande bild av hur nätfrekvenskvalitén påverkas av de olika 
systemtjänsterna simuleras sju fall med olika uppsättningar av systemtjänster. För att se 
hur systemet drar nytta av systemtjänsterna vid större störningar i nätet finns också ett 
fall där laststörningen efter ett kärnkraftsbortfall används som indata. För varje av dessa 
fall görs simuleringar för tre (fyra för storstörningsfallet) olika förväntade nivåer av 
svängmassa i systemet.  

I resultatet görs skillnad mellan SI som agerar proportionerligt mot nätfrekvensens 
avvikelse från nominell nivå och SI som agerar proportionerligt mot nätfrekvensens 
derivata. Den senare av de två, även kallad deriverande SI, är vad som ofta betraktas 
som äkta SI, även om det inte finns någon allmän definition av begreppet. Resultaten 
visar att deriverande SI kan ge en förbättrad nätfrekvenskvalité sett till flera mått, men 
för vissa mått gör den kvalitén sämre. De mått som förbättras är de mått som är 
relaterade till hastiga förändringar i nätfrekvensen, så som största avvikelsen och 
reglersträcka i vattenkraftverk. Mått som blir sämre är exempelvis antalet minuter 
utanför normala gränsvärden, vilket sannolikt beror på att SI gör det svårare för annan 
reglering att återställa nätfrekvensen då den alltid kommer motverka förändring. 
Proportionerlig SI visar sig å andra sidan kunna förbättra nätfrekvenskvalitén mer än 
både deriverande SI och FFR för nästan alla mått, och kräver samtidigt lägre 
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effektkapacitet. Energikapaciteten är förvisso högre för proportionerlig SI, men så pass 
lågt att det kan betraktas enkelt att införskaffa på systemnivå. 

FFR, som är den systemtjänst som ska försäkra systemets stabilitet vid större störningar, 
visar sig inte tillföra någon nytta för de kvalitetsmått som utvärderar de längre 
tidsserierna. Vid just de större störningarna ger tjänsten marginellt förbättrade resultat 
vid dagens nivåer av svängmassa, men riskerar förvärra systemstabiliteten om 
svängmassan når de lägsta nivåerna som kan förväntas i framtiden. Det är alltså inte en 
tjänst som kommer kunna fungera i längden så som den definieras idag. 

En sista aspekt som framkommer av resultaten är att mått som frekvensens 
standardavvikelse och antalet minuter frekvensen befinner sig utanför normala 
gränsvärden inte påverkas av systemets svängmassa. Dessa mått är vanliga, och framför 
allt det senare bär mycket vikt eftersom det är ett mått som EU bevakar och som Norden 
har krav kring.   

Även om resultaten ger vissa tydliga trender och dessa trender kan motiveras, har inte 
tillräcklig tid funnits för att undersöka alla aspekter i detalj. För att dra säkra slutsatser 
kring resultaten bör undersökningarna utvidgas till att täcka in fler fall. Dessutom krävs 
mer avancerade simuleringar för att säkerställa att de tjänster som modelleras här inte 
introducerar problem som inte kan simuleras med den typ av modell som arbetet 
använder.  

Slutsatserna av arbetet är ändå att de tjänster som finns idag inte verkar räcka till i 
framtiden. Deriverande SI ger liten nytta i förhållande till den effektkapacitet som krävs, 
men proportionerlig SI visar stark potential. Det kan inte förväntas att de 
systemansvariga myndigheterna kommer införa en systemtjänst som bygger på 
deriverande SI eftersom inte ens verklig svängmassa hjälper de kanske viktigaste 
kvalitetsmåtten. Ur en vattenkraftsägares perspektiv, som riskerar ökat slitage på sina 
aggregat när svängmassan minskar, finns dock anledning att fundera över hur 
deriverande SI kan minska detta.  
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Executive summary 

Nordic power grid inertia decreases because of less nuclear power and more converter 
connected load and generation in the Nordic power system. This decrease makes it harder 
for the frequency control to maintain a stable grid frequency. From a system operator 
perspective, it is important to make sure the ancillary services used provide the best 
possible service. For the frequency control operator, knowing what system characteristics 
can be expected, what services will be introduced, and how this will this affect present 
frequency control providing units is useful. In contrast to earlier studies, this thesis 
performs both a long-term (normal operation) and short-term (major system event) 
simulation with actual system data as input, investigating the impact of both current 
ancillary services (FCR-N, FCR-D, FFR) and synthetic inertia (SI) on grid frequency 
quality. The results show that FFR does not contribute to the frequency quality at all, and 
for larger disturbances, it barely provides any benefit. For the lowest simulated levels of 
inertia, FFR can even worsen the stability. Synthetic inertia, if controlled proportional to 
the frequency derivative, provides little benefit but requires large power capacity. If 
instead controlled proportional to the frequency deviation, it can improve quality more 
substantially using a fraction of the power capacity. Other results include that the most 
important quality measure (for the TSO) is only weakly correlated to inertia. The 
conclusion is therefore that one cannot expect an ancillary service based on derivative SI 
to be implemented, since not even true inertia would give enough benefits. Proportional 
SI shows promise and should be further investigated. From a hydro power owner 
perspective, it might however be interesting to investigate how derivative SI can reduce 
wear and tear in their units. 
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List of symbols 
Only including recurrent symbols and descriptions  

Symbol Description Unit 

𝐷  Frequency dependency of load MW/Hz 

𝑑𝑓  Grid frequency path distance Hz 

𝐸𝑝  Droop p.u. 

𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑡  Rotational energy GWs 

𝑓  Grid frequency Hz 

𝐻  Inertia constant s 

𝐽  Moment of inertia kgm2 

𝐾𝑖  Integral gain of controller s-1 

𝐾𝑝  Proportional gain of controller - 

𝜆  Grid inverse filter constant s 

𝑀  Inertia constant, 𝑀 = 2𝐻 s 

𝑃  Active power MW 

𝑅  Regulating strength MW/Hz 

𝑠  Independent variable of the Laplace domain - 

𝑆  Apparent power MVA 

𝑠𝑖𝐷  Proportional gain in SI model - 
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𝑠𝑖𝑀  Derivative gain in SI model s 

𝑇  Torque Nm 

𝑇𝑤  Water starting time s 

𝑇𝑌  Servo time constant s 

𝜔  Angular velocity Rad/s 

𝑌  Loading of hydro power unit % 

Subscripts, superscripts, and formatting 

�̅� The bar indicates per-unit  

𝒂  Bold font indicate quantity in the Laplace-domain  

𝑎𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒  Subscript denotes per-unit base  

𝑎0  Subscript denotes nominal value  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background  

The Nordic power grid is a massive infrastructural necessity for millions of people and 
businesses. It provides energy for heating, light, and comfort, as well as power for motors 
and other industrial processes. System stability is paramount because without it, large 
socio-economic costs follow [1]. The balance between electrical load and generation is 
one factor in the stability and is controlled using frequency control. 

Frequency control in the Nordics has historically been provided by hydro power turbines 
with mechanic-hydraulic systems that automatically adjusts water flow through the 
turbines and, in turn, power output to change when the grid frequency changes [2]. This 
way of doing frequency control had the ability to balance the system back in time when 
the average load or generation unit was small but increasing size of mainly nuclear 
reactors have caused a need for more efficient control methods to compensate for a 
potential loss in power generation and maintain stability.  

During the last decades, increased renewable power generation and the use of non-
synchronously connected loads and generation has decreased the inertia of the system. 
The number of nuclear reactors, providing a significant part of the system inertia, has 
decreased, whereas the dimensioning incident, from which the need for frequency control 
is determined, has not. [3] Decreased inertia leads to the frequency deviating too fast for 
the traditional control services to react. This has called for even newer methods of control, 
and in 2020 FFR (fast frequency reserve) was introduced to inject power quickly into the 
grid in pressured situations [4]. However, this service does not give any benefit to the 
normal operation, 50±0.1 Hz, of the grid, leaving the system with a more volatile 
frequency, which in turn increases the risk of the frequency being low (or high) before a 
major incident occurs. 

There have been discussions on the topic of how other frequency control services could 
act to support the system in a better way. A common suggestion is what is called synthetic 
inertia, aiming to mimic the characteristics of synchronous generators with the help of 
power electronics [5]–[7]. The benefit of such a service has been investigated in, for 
example, [8] and [9] but using overly idealized models. Moreover, this thesis has 
identified a lack of frequency quality evaluations, as most studies study the transient case 
of a large disturbance and when quality evaluations are done, the simulated periods have 
been short. 

The question of how the current and potential frequency control services, or ancillary 
services, affect the grid frequency quality over long periods and in the transient case is 
relevant to anyone concerned of how the system should be controlled. From the service 
providers perspective, it is also important to know how other services interact with theirs. 
This is especially important for hydro power operators that operate most of the current 
frequency control and risk finding themselves in a system with new prerequisites. 

1.2 Aim and research questions 

The purpose of the thesis is to contribute to the understanding of how the ancillary 
services, FCR (frequency containment reserve), FFR and synthetic inertia (SI), affect the 
Nordic grid frequency quality when system inertia decreases. The aim is to quantify the 
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grid frequency quality using an ensemble of quality measures and a one-area model of 
the power system. The research questions of the thesis are: 

• What implementations of synthetic inertia are there, and how can they/it be 
modeled? 

• How do changes in FCR and use of FFR and SI change the grid frequency quality? 
• How are hydro power units affected by the changing inertia and ancillary services 

when delivering FCR? 

1.3 Scope and limitations 

The thesis will use one-area models for the simulations, requiring a model of the power 
grid, a model of hydro power for FCR, and development of models for FFR and SI. For 
these, a background on the structure of the Nordic grid, current frequency control systems, 
hydro power dynamics, and synthetic inertia is needed. In addition, a scenario defining 
future system parameters must be developed. The models need to be numerically 
implemented (for example in Simulink) and verified. The input data must be acquired, 
which in turn requires a model to compute the load disturbance (main input data) from 
measured grid frequency (the only available data). Moreover, quality evaluation measures 
must be defined before analysis of the results can be performed. 

The thesis will be limited by only considering one implementation of SI and by using 
settings for current ancillary services that only aim to fulfill the requirements which the 
transmission system operators (TSOs) have specified. This way, concern does not need 
to be taken of the exact configuration of ancillary services at every instant in time. 
Secondary and tertiary frequency control (FRR) will not be a part of the model due to the 
additional complexity it would add. A stability analysis of the frequency control units and 
system as a whole is also outside the scope of the thesis. The thesis will rely on input data 
computed with an inverse model of the power grid, for which a rigorous validation is 
outside the thesis’ scope and not provided from any other source. Furthermore, the 
limitations of the one-area model are discussed throughout the thesis. 

1.4 Thesis structure 

The thesis starts with section 2 giving a theoretical background on the Nordic power grid, 
how it is controlled, and how it can be modeled. It also reviews models for synthetic 
inertia. Section 3 analyzes future trends in power generation, inertia levels, load 
disturbance, and ancillary service volumes to address how they should be represented in 
the simulations. The methodology is described in section 0 starting out with how the one-
area model was implemented in relation to the theoretical background. It also introduces 
the inverse model used to obtain the load disturbance. Continuing, it presents verifications 
of the models and a simple validation of the load disturbance calculation before the 
simulation procedure is explained together with how quality was evaluated. Lastly, a 
discussion on the limitations of the methodology is held. Section 0 presents and briefly 
analyzes the results. In section 0 a discussion on the interpretation of the results is given. 
Conclusions are summarized in section 0 and suggestions on future work is later found in 
section 8. 
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2 Background and theory 

This section gives a background to the Nordic power grid and its control. It also goes over 
the theory of the per-unit system, power system stability and hydro power for frequency 
control. Lastly it provides a review of the research on synthetic inertia. All theory and 
model descriptions lay ground for modeling one-area models, meaning all electrical 
generation and loads are assumed to be in one place and aggregated to single units. 

2.1 The Nordic power system 

The Nordic power grid, or synchronous area, is a meshed alternating current system 
including Sweden, Norway, Finland, and eastern Denmark. The transmission system 
operators (TSO) of these countries are responsible for the system and are Svenska 
Kraftnät (SvK), Statnett, Fingrid and Energinet [10]. The grid is connected to surrounding 
synchronous areas by HVDC (high voltage direct current) connections and are thereby 
not synchronously connected. In 2020, such connections existed to Estonia, Lithuania, 
Russia, Poland, Germany, The Netherlands, and western Denmark. Additional 
connections are planned to, among others, Great Britain and Germany [11]. The system 
connects both small and large load and generation units with different responsibilities, 
production/consumption behavior, and abilities to change their production/consumption.  

2.1.1 The Nordic grid frequency 

The nominal grid frequency in the Nordic power grid is 50 Hz and the TSOs are 
responsible for maintaining a stable level. By making the market participants balance 
responsible parties, the TSOs have assigned the market with the task of keeping the 
balance as far as it deems it feasible. This is done in the power exchange market using 
prognoses. The balance that cannot be handled by the market directly is left for the TSOs 
to take care of. This is done with frequency control since the difference in generation and 
load leads to a change in frequency. The frequency control is procured on the country 
specific ancillary services markets and paid for by the TSOs. The cost is in turn is laid 
upon the balance responsible parties. [12] 

Maintaining nominal grid frequency is not possible due to the stochastic nature of the 
load disturbance, meaning the momentary difference between electrical generation and 
load, which cannot be forecasted. Since the grid frequency control acts on a deviation of 
the grid frequency, the generation cannot be adjusted until after the imbalance has had 
effect. The load disturbance is contributed to by as little as the switching of a lamp, or by 
as much as the tripping of a nuclear reactor. The former takes the form as noise in the grid 
frequency signal, while the latter is seen as a major deviation in the frequency. Neither of 
these can be foreseen and the former blends in with the measurement noise in a measured 
signal, making it undistinguishable. 

Imbalances also come from other sources than stochastic events. They can be present due 
to errors in forecasts, producers not delivering as promised, or generation units not being 
able to vary the power output fast enough. Another reason is market structure imbalances, 
that is the cause of markets trading with one hour resolution in MWh/h while the physical 
demand is momentary and in MW. This causes over production at the beginning of hours 
when demand is rising, and vice versa when demand goes down. The grid frequency has 
clear one-hour characteristics due to this, which can be seen in Figure 1. The figure also 
shows how the frequency tends to vary, even outside the normal frequency band of 
50±0.1 Hz. 
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Figure 1. Example of the Nordic grid frequency on the 16 of February 2020. Data from Fingrid 
[13]. 

The frequency is approximatively the same in the entire synchronous area, however small 
differences are present due to complex behaviors linked to inter-area oscillations and 
other phenomena. A difference can be observed in Figure 2 where measurements of the 
grid frequency are taken after the trip of a nuclear reactor at Forsmark instantly 
disconnecting 1209 MW of power. The constant offset is not part of the locational grid 
frequency difference. During the larger transient the difference is bigger. Also, the 
periodicity in the signal shows that the difference is not only measurement noise, but 
signs of the inter-area oscillations. In the Nordics, these oscillations have a period of about 
2 and 3 seconds, depending which regions are interacting [2]. 

 

 

Figure 2. Comparison of two grid frequency measurements at different sites after the 
disconnection of 1209 MW in Forsmark. An offset, probably due to a measurement error, can 
be observed and is not part of the regional grid frequency difference. Data from [13] and [14].  

2.2 The per-unit system 

The per-unit system is a way of expressing quantities as a factor of their predefined base 
value [15]. This is extensively used in many electrical applications but can be used in 
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many engineering applications. For example, 100 MW power can be expressed as 0.1 p.u. 
if the power base, 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒, is 1000 MW. It is important that bases in a system are related to 
each other. A system with the above power base and grid frequency base, 𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒, of 50 Hz 
must have an electrical torque base that is  

 𝑇𝑒,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =
𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

2𝜋𝑓𝑒,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
≅ 3.18 𝑀𝑁𝑚. (1) 

In this thesis most calculations will be done in per unit. This simplifies models, requiring 
less computation and decreases the room for errors. An example is the relation between 
mechanical and electrical angular velocity, 𝜔 [rad/s], in generators, 

 𝜔𝑒 =
𝑝
2 𝜔𝑚 (2) 

where 𝑝 is the number of poles in the generator. Since the bases are related in the same 
way we get 

 �̅�𝑒 =
𝜔𝑒

𝜔𝑒,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
=

𝑝
2 𝜔𝑚

𝑝
2 𝜔𝑚,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

= �̅�𝑚, (3) 

where the overbar indicates per-unit. Bases can be defined arbitrarily if bilateral 
relationships are maintained but it is common to use values that have some relation to the 
system, like using the nominal grid frequency as grid frequency base. 

2.3 Power system stability 

Power system stability is defined in [16] as: 

“… the ability of an electric power system, for a given initial operating condition, 
to regain a state of operating equilibrium after being subjected to a physical 
disturbance, with most system variables bounded so that practically the entire 
system remains intact.” 

The three main types of stability are 1) rotor angle stability, 2) voltage stability and 3) 
grid frequency stability. In [16] these are mentioned, as well as resonance stability and 
converter-driven stability which could be fit into the first three categories. The rotor angle 
stability concerns the generators’ and motors’ ability to stay synchronized after a 
disturbance, which is maintained if the mechanical and electrical torques are equal and 
opposite in the machine. The voltage stability concerns the ability of the system to keep 
and recover the voltage level to within normal levels after a disturbance. This thesis is 
solely focused on the grid frequency stability,and will consider all other criteria being 
upheld.  

Stability is often associated with the expression “N-1 criteria” which means that any 
single entity in the system should be able to fail and system integrity should still be 
maintained. This should be true for every part of the grid, but talking about complete 
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system stability, the N-1 criterion is determined by the single entity in grid that would 
cause the largest change in generation or load. For long, this has been the tripping of a 
nuclear reactor in Oskarshamn of 1450 MW. 

2.3.1 Inertia and rotational energy 

A large portion of the electricity generation in the Nordics come from synchronously 
connected generators that consist of heavy rotating parts. They have large inertias and 
rotate with an angular velocity directly proportional to the grid frequency. The grid’s 
resistance to change frequency comes from the fact that changing the angular velocity of 
many large and heavy machines with high total inertia is associated with large torques. 
Since power is directly proportional to torque, a load disturbance in Watt will exert torque 
in Newton-meters on the generators (and synchronous motors) of the system. In 
accordance with Newtons 2nd law, the generator and turbine shaft will answer with an 
equal and opposite torque which translates to a power equal to the load disturbance being 
applied back on the grid.  The energy to exert this torque on the grid is taken from the 
rotational energy of the spinning masses, causing them to slow down. 

 

Figure 3. Idealized frequency drop after a large disturbance. 

Figure 3 illustrates an idealized case where the grid experiences a large disturbance. Three 
cases are presented: with frequency control, without frequency control, and also without 
frequency dependent loads (also called damping). In the latter case, a balance between 
generation and load is never reached, so the grid frequency continues to fall with constant 
speed. However, it should be noted that the generator still supplies the same power that 
is consumed, although that power is taken from the rotational energy and not from the 
primary energy source. The rate of change of frequency is denoted RoCoF and usually 
has its highest value right at the beginning of a disturbance, like in this case. The amount 
of rotational energy in the system is a major factor in what the RoCoF will be but power 
from frequency control and damping also plays a part. The lowest point of the grid 
frequency in an arbitrary interval is called nadir and the highest point is called zenith. In 
the figure, the nadir becomes so low for the no damping and no frequency control cases 
that if it was a real system, the system would start to collapse, which is described further 
in section 2.4.4. 

Inertia as a concept is often mixed up with other expressions. Inertia is the property of an 
object to not change its velocity without external force. However, in these contexts, inertia 
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usually means moment of inertia, 𝐽 [kgm2], which rather conserves the angular velocity 
unless external torque is applied. Rotational energy, 𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑡 [Ws], on the other hand is the 
energy contained in the rotational motion of an object. Inertia and rotational energy can 
sometimes be mixed up. Other similar expressions include momentum and kinetic energy. 
Momentum (or angular momentum) [kgm/s] is rather the property that would change if 
external force (or torque) was applied. Kinetic energy [Ws] has the same unit as rotational 
energy but is usually related to the linear motion of an object.  

This thesis is concerned with the rotational energy in the entire Nordic power grid. 
However, describing the contribution from a single generator bears importance since both 
inertia and angular velocity of rotating machines vary. Since a synchronously connected 
generator has a mechanical angular velocity, 𝜔𝑚 [rad/s], independent of how much power 
it delivers, the rotational energy will always stay close to its nominal value for small 
deviations in grid frequency, 

 𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑡 =
1
2 𝐽𝜔𝑚

2 . (4) 

Table 1. Typical values for 𝑯 [s] for different synchronous units in the Nordic grid for different 
countries [17] and an unweighted average. 

H [s] Sweden Norway Denmark Finland Average 

Hydro power 4.5 2.9 - 2.8 3.4 

Nuclear 6.2 - - 6.6 6.4 

Heat 2.9 2.5 4.5 4.4 3.6 

Wind 0 0 0 0 0 

It is common to also talk about the inertia contribution of a generator in terms of the 
inertia constant, 𝐻 [s], which can intuitively be interpreted as the amount of time the 
generator can provide rated apparent power, 𝑆𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑  [VA] [15], although the interpretation 
does not translate to “how long the system can hold out before collapsing”. Values of 𝐻 
most often fall between 1-10 seconds which is convenient for checking reasonable values. 
A sample of typical inertia constants can be seen in Table 1. The inertia constant is given 
by  

 𝐻 =
𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑡

𝑆𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
. (5) 

By using equation (5) in reverse, the energy contribution of a single unit can be calculated. 
Since it is the rated apparent power that 𝐻 depends on, we must divide by the power factor 
and the typical loading of the unit. Assuming a power factor of 0.9, 80 % loading for 
hydro power, 100 % loading for nuclear and using average values for 𝐻 from Table 1, 
then a hydro power unit generating 200 MW contributes about 0.94 GWs and a nuclear 
unit generating 1450 MW about 10.3 GWs. 
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The system total rotational energy can be calculated knowing the inertia constant and its 
associated rated apparent power for single or groups of units with the relationship 

 𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 = ∑ 𝐻𝑛𝑆𝑛
𝑛

. (6) 

Using equation (5), the rotational energy of the entire system, and substituting 𝑆𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑  with 
the power base for the system gives the inertia constant for the entire system [18] and can 
then be used in the one-area equivalent of the power system that we will continue explore 
now. 

2.3.2 The Swing equation 

In [19], by Kundur et. al, a simplified model of the power system is described. This 
subsection briefly derives the equations that Kundur et. al brings forward. The model 
builds on the idea that the system can be described as a lumped generator model 
characterized by the Swing equation 

 𝐽
𝑑𝜔𝑚

𝑑𝑡 = 𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝑒, (7) 

where 𝑇 [Nm] is the torque, subscript 𝑚 denotes the mechanical and 𝑒 the electrical side 
of the lumped generator. The lumped representation makes the approximation that all 
generators and motors in a system can be represented by a single unit in one area, hence 
a one-area model.  

By using equations (4), (5) and the base for torque, 𝑇𝑏 = 𝑆𝑏/𝜔0𝑚, where subscript 0 
denotes the nominal value and 𝑆𝑏  is the base for the apparent power, the above equation 
can be expressed as 

 2𝐻
𝑑�̅�𝑒

𝑑𝑡
= �̅�𝑚 − �̅�𝑒, (8) 

where the overbar denotes per-unit. Convenient is that in per-unit, the angular velocity is 
the same for the mechanical and electrical side. 

Active power, 𝑃 [W], is the product of angular velocity and torque and, for deviations in 
𝜔 and 𝑇, give 

 𝑃0 + Δ𝑃 = (𝑇0 + Δ𝑇)(𝜔0 + Δ𝜔𝑒). (9) 

The product of two small changes is negligible so equation (9) simplifies to 

 ΔP = ω0Δ𝑇 + 𝑇0Δ𝜔𝑒. (10) 
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The difference in torque and power is the one between electrical and mechanical, 
expanding to 

 𝛥𝑃𝑚 − 𝛥𝑃𝑒 = 𝜔0(𝛥𝑇𝑚 − 𝛥𝑇𝑒) + (𝑇0𝑚 − 𝑇0𝑒)𝛥𝜔𝑒, (11) 

which can be simplified by the fact that the difference in nominal torque is zero, and the 
nominal angular velocity in per-unit is 1. Using these facts, equation (8) and (11) we get 

 2𝐻
𝑑�̅�𝑒

𝑑𝑡 = Δ�̅�𝑚 − Δ�̅�𝑒. (12) 

The electrical power difference is the sum of the load disturbance (discussed in 2.1.1 and 
specified in 4.1.4) and the frequency dependent load, 𝐷 [MW/Hz], 

 Δ�̅�𝑒 = Δ�̅�𝐿 + �̅�Δ�̅�𝑒, (13) 

which combined with (12) and in Laplace-domain gives  

 Δ�̅�𝒆 =
Δ𝐏𝐦 − Δ�̅�𝑳

2𝐻𝑠 + �̅�
, (14) 

where the bold font symbolizes the Laplace transform of the variable and 𝑠 is the 
imaginary angular velocity (or independent variable in Laplace-domain). This equation 
will be central to the thesis. 

The use of equation (14) is associated with several approximations. As mentioned, all 
generation and loads of the system are aggregated in one point, meaning grid capacity, 
frequency variations and other geographically related issues are neglected. Voltage and 
several other physical properties are assumed to be constant which is a simplification. 
Further on, the equation is valid for small changes in frequency, meaning the bigger the 
deviation, the less accurate the approximation becomes. The representation in (14) have 
shown to be valid assuming the above and for timescales of 10 seconds or longer. [19] 
Dynamics with shorter periodicity can be modelled but results should be interpreted with 
care, although in [4], it is shown that this representation gives a quite good approximation 
for big disturbances where timescales are shorter. 

2.4 Frequency control (ancillary services) 

The grid frequency should stay as close to the nominal value as possible. This is done 
using frequency control. For synchronous generators, a frequency increase or decrease 
will also show in faster or more slowly spinning generators. Governors of generating units 
can adjust the power generated and combined maintain near constant angular velocities 
in the generators. On a system level, the power from frequency control must compensate 
for the imbalance in planned generation and actual load. The planned generation is traded 
on an hourly basis (although 15-minute trading is underway), meaning for shorter 
timescales the ancillary services must step in. [10] 
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The ancillary services are divided into primary, secondary, and tertiary control where the 
object of the first is to contain the grid frequency deviation inside certain limits. The 
secondary (aFRR) and tertiary’s (mFRR) aim is to restore the frequency to nominal. In 
extreme situations where the frequency cannot be contained, a disturbance reserve, 
emergency power (EPC), and automatic disconnection of loads (AFK) can be utilized. 
The primary control consists of FCR-N (Frequency Containment Reserve – Normal 
operation) and FCR-D (– Disturbed operation) that should make sure frequency does not 
exceed the normal band of 50±0.1 Hz or the 50±1.0 Hz respectively. The primary control 
also consist of FFR (fast frequency reserve) which is a complement to FCR-D and makes 
sure the initial power response is big enough to avoid a frequency drop below 49.0 Hz. 
[4], [20]. In Figure 4 the principial difference between primary frequency control services 
are showcased. 

 

Figure 4. Rough illustration of the power output from ancillary services after a major 
frequency deviation. Graphs are not stricly to scale. Synthetic inertia (SI), introduced in section 
2.6, is also included for reference purposes.  

Over the last years, work has been done to renew and harmonize the requirements for the 
primary control in the Nordic region. This has led to the introduction of FFR [21] and 
drafts of “new” FCR-N and -D services [22]. As this thesis’ aim is an evaluation of future 
grid frequency quality, the new requirements will be in focus. 

2.4.1 FCR-N 

FCR-N is the primary control function in the normal frequency band of 50±0.1 Hz. The 
service can be provided either by power generation change or load change, although most 
FCR-N (and -D) in the Nordic grid is provided by adjusting generation in hydro power 
units [4]. 

The requirements for market participation for FCR-N are such that in steady state 100 % 
of the contracted power should be delivered when the grid frequency deviation is 0.1 Hz 
in either direction and have a linear (if possible) or stepwise (within borders) activation. 
The dynamic requirements are set in terms of the step response from a 0.1 Hz grid 
frequency deviation. In Table 2 both the current and suggested requirements can be seen. 
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Illustrations of the requirements can be found in section 4.3.1 or in more detail in [22]. 
Moreover, requirements for stability exist, but will not be covered or analyzed in this 
thesis. [4], [22] 

Table 2. Current and suggested requirements for FCR-N. Denoted 𝑷𝒔𝒔 is the steady state power 
delivery. [4], [22] 

 Current Suggested 

Activated power within 60 seconds > 0,63 ∗ 𝑃{𝑠𝑠} > 0,63 ∗ 𝑃{𝑠𝑠} 

Activated power within 180 seconds 1 ∗ 𝑃{𝑠𝑠} > 0,95 ∗ 𝑃{𝑠𝑠} 

Delivered energy within 60 seconds – > 24𝑠 ∗ 𝑃{𝑠𝑠} 

2.4.2 FCR-D 

FCR-D is the primary control function outside the normal frequency band. It is divided 
into upwards and downwards control depending on if there is an over- or under-
frequency. Currently, there exists no market for downwards control but it is still delivered 
by those providing upwards control, due to the symmetry of the controllers [23].  

The steady state requirements are that no FCR-D power should be activated inside the 
normal frequency band. All of the procured capacity should be activated when the grid 
frequency deviation is 0.5 Hz from nominal. Activation should be linear or stepwise just 
as for FCR-N. FCR-D is supposed to keep the grid frequency from deviating more than 
1.0 Hz but is only procured for deviations up to 0.5 Hz. However, by law, those who 
provide the service must continue to increase their delivery if the frequency would deviate 
even more, until they physically cannot continue [24]. 

The current dynamic requirements are set in terms of the step response from 49.9 to 49.5 
Hz (or 50.1 to 50.5 Hz). Within 5 seconds 50 % of steady state power should be activated 
and 100 % within 30 seconds [25]. The suggested new dynamic requirements are instead 
evaluated on the ramp response from 49.9 Hz to 49.5 Hz, or 50.1 to 50.5 Hz with a slope 
of ±0.24 Hz/s. Within 7.5 seconds 93 % should be activated and 3.7𝑠 ∗ 𝑃𝑠𝑠 energy should 
be provided [22]. Illustrations of the requirements can be found in section 4.3.1 or in more 
detail in [22]. 

In the suggested requirements, an opening is created for units having trouble complying 
with the new requirements without risking instability. An exception is given so that high 
performance parameters can be used for short durations, after which stable parameters 
are used. The high-performance parameters are allowed to reduce the margin to instability 
(Nyquist point) to a fourth of the normal margin. The high-performance parameters must 
not: be activated until a frequency deviation of 0.2 Hz; longer than 30 seconds; be 
activated again until five minutes after a previous activation. These terms are however 
separate for upwards, and downwards control. Vattenfall, a major Swedish hydro power 
operator, plan to utilize this exception and use the following setup [23]: 

1. Boost parameters for FCR-D are activated when the grid frequency deviation is 
more than 100 mHz and its derivative is bigger than ±100 mHz/s. In practice, no 
activation would come before 0.2 Hz deviation due to the derivative requirement 
and time required for calculation of the derivative. 
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2. When activated it stays on for 8 seconds, disregarding the grid frequency changes. 
3. When active, the boost multiplies the integral gain by a factor 20. 
4. After inactivation, the boost is locked for 5 minutes. 
5. All the above apply separately for upwards and downward control. 
6. Stable parameters are the same as the FCR-N parameters. 

2.4.3 FFR 

Fast frequency reserve (FFR) was introduced in the Nordic grid in 2020, after testing the 
years before, to provide a quicker response and aid FCR-D in handling large disturbances 
without risking a frequency below 49.0 Hz. Without this functionality, future 
requirements on FCR-D would have to be so demanding there would be a risk not being 
able to procure enough FCR-D volume [26]. 

FFR is not proportional to the frequency deviation but is activated to a predefined value 
when a certain grid frequency threshold is met. Activation can be a step or have any other 
character but must be completed fast enough without overextending contracted delivery 
by more than 20 %. [27]The requirements for activation can be seen in Table 3, although 
the threshold at 49.7 Hz may be removed in the future [28]. 

Table 3. Requirements for the activation of FFR. [27] 

Activation threshold [Hz] Full activation within [s] 

49.7 1.3 

49.6 1.0 

49.5 0.7 

 

Figure 5. Illustration of the FFR service and requirements. Proportions may not be to scale. 

After activation is complete, the support duration is either 5 or 30 seconds. For the second 
duration, there are no requirements on deactivation or recovery. For the former, a 
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maximum of 20 % power can be deactivated per second, and at least 15 seconds should 
pass before energy recovery can be started (if applicable). The power level during energy 
recovery cannot exceed 25 % of the contracted power. Figure 5 shows a full FFR-cycle 
for a support duration of 5 seconds. An FFR-unit should be ready for another cycle 15 
minutes after first being activated. [27] 

2.4.4 FRR, EPC, AFK, disturbance reserve 

The ancillary services not modelled in this thesis include the frequency restauration 
reserve (FRR), automatic load disconnection (AFK, Swedish acronym: “Automatisk 
förbrukningsfrånkoppling”), emergency power control (EPC) and the disturbance 
reserve. In a modelling perspective, the disturbance reserve is however not a concern 
since its purpose is to offer the same services as other units if the market is unable to 
provide them [29]. 

FRR is divided into an automatic, aFRR, and manual reserve, mFRR, and correspond to 
the system secondary and tertiary control respectively. Their purpose is not to contain the 
grid frequency in the short term, but to restore it to nominal after a longer deviation. [30] 

EPC exist in case of an emergency in HVDC connections and some grid frequency 
controlled gas turbines [31]. If the grid frequency reaches critical levels the control should 
activate and change power flows to balance the system. For HVDC connections, the levels 
of activation differ, but lie in the range from 49.5 to 49.0 Hz. [3], [32] 

AFK is the last resort to avoid system collapse and is not supposed to be activated unless 
an extreme situation like N-2 occurs (compare N-1 in section 0). Some disconnection of 
larger electrical heaters can occur in the grid frequency range 49.5 to 49.0. In the range 
48.8 to 48.0, disconnection of at least 30 % of the remaining load is done in steps in a 
predefined order. [31], [33] 

 

Figure 6. Principal schematic of a hydro power plant and some of its components. Image from 
[34]. 
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2.5 Hydro power 

Since hydro power plays a major role in the deliverance of FCR, it is highly relevant to 
address how it can be modelled. Relevant is primarily the turbine, its control, the servos, 
and the waterway dynamics. In Figure 6 a schematic description of a hydro power plant 
can be seen. The waterway dynamics of the penstock and turbine control are highly 
relevant for this thesis. 

2.5.1 Hydro power turbines 

Hydro power turbines are commonly divided into two categories: reaction and impulse 
turbines. The former includes the Francis and Kaplan turbine, used for heads below 360 
m and 45 m respectively. An impulse turbine is the Pelton turbine, used for heads above 
300 m [19]. All are used in the Nordic countries, but Francis and Kaplan are most 
common in Sweden, Kaplan in Finland, and Francis and Pelton in Norway. Denmark has 
no hydro power worth mentioning in this thesis [18]. 

The turbines can be seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8. All turbines are controlled by adjusting 
water flow. The flow through a Francis or Kaplan turbine is controlled by adjusting the 
guide vanes in the inlet to the turbine. In addition, the Kaplan turbine can adjust its runner 
blades, giving another degree of freedom for optimization. The servo motors controlling 
these have limited speeds, and due to the complex build of the mechanics inside a Kaplan 
turbine, the runner blade servo is usually slower than the guide vane servo. The control 
of a Kaplan turbine is hence slower [2], [35]. The Pelton turbine is, in contrast to the 
former two, not submerged in water but run in air. Potential energy in the water is 
converted to kinetic energy in the nozzle when pressure suddenly goes from high to 
atmospheric (or lower) [19].  

 
 

(a) Francis-turbine (b) Kaplan-turbine 

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the Francis and Kaplan turbine. The Francis turbine has 
fixed runner blades, and can only vary the water flow with the guide vanes. The Kaplan turbine 
can turn both the runner blades and the guide vanes to vary water flow and efficiency. The 
guide vanes are shifted by a servo motor. Image from [36]. 
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Figure 8. Schematic of a Pelton turbine. High pressure water is accelerated in the nozzle, 
hitting the turbine and transfering its kinetic energy. Image from [36]. 

2.5.2 Frequency control 

Controlling the active power generation from hydro power is done by controlling the 
water flow through the turbines. Modern hydro power is controlled by PID-controllers 
with droop, see below, where the derivative gain is set to zero to avoid too much 
fluctuation in the control [19]. This is also the control method of hydro power owned by 
Vattenfall [2]. Older plants might have mechanic-hydraulic control which works 
similarly, though often slower [19]. In this thesis, it is assumed all controls are PI-
controllers with droop. 

A simplified schematic of a frequency control for hydro power is seen in Figure 9. The 
control acts on the deviation from nominal frequency. A negative deviation will increase 
power output, and vice versa. The control first gives a setpoint for the servo to change. 
The droop creates a feedback loop which will determine the regulation strength of the 
unit and affect the speed of the control. The actual power output then depends on the 
turbine and waterway dynamics. The grid equivalent is the equation described in (14) and 
determines the frequency change due to the hydro power control, other ancillary services, 
and the load disturbance. 

 

Figure 9. Simplified schematic of a frequency control for hydro power.   

The character of the grid frequency control can simply be adjusted by varying the 
proportional gain, 𝐾𝑝 [p.u.], the integral gain, 𝐾𝑖 [s], and the droop, 𝐸𝑝[p.u.]. The 
configuration in Figure 9 can be used for both FCR-N and -D.  

2.5.2.1 Servo and backlash 

The servo acts on the signal from the turbine controller to adjust the guide vanes and let 
through the right amount of water through the turbine. Due to the speed limitations of the 
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servo, the transfer function from control signal, 𝑌𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙, to movement needs to be 
defined. This relationship is  

 
𝑑𝑌𝑚𝑣

𝑑𝑡 = 𝐾𝑆,𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙,  (15) 

where 𝐾𝑆,𝑌 is the servo speed constant and a property of the servo engine, and 𝑌𝑚𝑣 is the 
current servo position. 𝑌𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 is in turn given as 

 𝑌𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 = 𝐾𝑃,𝑌(𝑌𝑠𝑒𝑡 − 𝑌𝑚𝑣), (16) 

where 𝐾𝑃,𝑌 is the gain that acts on the difference between the setpoint, 𝑌𝑠𝑒𝑡 , and actual 
position. This is a software parameter. The setpoint is a value calculated by the servo to 
give the correct flow, however, it is related to the turbine control value. Combined the 
above equations give 

 
𝑑𝑌𝑚𝑣

𝑑𝑡 = 𝐾𝑆,𝑌𝐾𝑃,𝑌(𝑌𝑠𝑒𝑡 − 𝑌𝑚𝑣), (17) 

which, given 𝐾𝑆,𝑌𝐾𝑃,𝑌 = 1/𝑇𝑌 where 𝑇𝑌 is the servo time constant, and in Lapalce 
domain, gives 

 𝑠𝒀𝒎𝒗 =
1
𝑇𝑌

𝒀𝒔𝒆𝒕 −
1
𝑇𝑌

𝒀𝒎𝒗 (18) 

and simplifies to 

 𝒀𝒎𝒗 =
1

𝑠𝑇𝑌 + 1 𝒀𝒔𝒆𝒕. (19) 

Equation (19) relates the setpoint to the actual position of the servo. The setpoint is in 
turn related to the signal from the turbine controller and the equation can hence be seen 
as the transfer function from the turbine control signal to servo position. [23] In control 
theory terms, the transfer function acts as a first order lag filter, which is the traditional 
way of modeling the servo [37]. In some studies, an additional delay is included [38], 
although that will not be the case in this thesis. 

Additionally, in modeling the servo, a backlash is commonly included which causes small 
changes in the setpoint to not change the position of the servo. This is due to the motor 
needing a large enough signal to activate. This is a non-linearity which is often omitted 
when linearity is important for the analysis in a study. It is however included in this thesis. 
Typical values for the backlash range from 0.0005 to 0.0010 p.u. [38], [39] 
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2.5.2.2 Droop 

Using droop is a way of controlling the speed of control when having multiple controlling 
units in collaboration. If droop would not be used, all units of the system would need to 
have the same control speed to not work against each other [19]. The droop parameter, 
𝐸𝑝, can be set for every individual unit and is defined as the change in grid frequency 
needed to give full activation according to 

 𝐸𝑝 =
Δ𝑓̅

Δ�̅�𝑚𝑣
. (20) 

In a system with nominal frequency 50 Hz, a 5 % droop means that 2.5 Hz frequency 
deviation will give 100 % increase in loading in the controlling unit. In a system wide 
perspective, different values for the droop are used in different units. The combined 
regulating strength of the system, 𝑅 [MW/Hz], which TSOs need to acquire, is computed 
as 

 𝑅 =
𝐾1

𝐸𝑝,1
+

𝐾2

𝐸𝑝,2
+

𝐾3

𝐸𝑝,3
+ ⋯ +

𝐾𝑛

𝐸𝑝,𝑛
, (21) 

where 𝐾𝑛 [MW/Hz] is the relation between droop and regulation strength. Taking this 
equation and approximating all hydro power control being served by one aggregated unit, 
𝐾 can be described as 

 𝐾 =
𝐸𝑝𝑓𝑏𝑅

𝑃𝑏
, (22) 

where the value has been multiplied by the grid frequency base and divided by the power 
base to get 𝐾 in p.u. 

2.5.3 Waterway dynamics 

Changing the position of the guide vanes will not instantly increase the power output from 
the hydro power turbine. This is due to the waterway dynamics, which include the water 
mass inertia, water compressibility, and elasticity in the penstock walls. For this thesis, 
the water mass inertia closest to the turbine will be of importance. The other phenomena 
cause dynamics that have importance for other types of studies. 

The inertia of the water mass causes the water to not increase its velocity instantly when 
the guide vanes open. For small changes, the relationship between guide vane opening, 
water velocity, 𝑈 [p.u.], and power is 

 Δ�̅�𝑚 = 3Δ𝑈 − 2Δ�̅�𝑚𝑣. (23) 

It is evident that a change in guide vane position would decrease the power output in the 
period before the velocity has increased. That the power decrease is a consequence of the 
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pressure in the turbine decreasing when the guide vanes open (and vice versa for closing 
of the guide vanes). In control theory terms, this introduces a non-minimum phase 
response. [19] 

In [19], the author continues the derivation from equation (23) to the transfer function 
from guide vane opening to mechanical power, assuming an ideal turbine, and end up in 
the Laplace domain at 

 Δ�̅�𝑚 =
1 − 𝑇𝑤𝑠

1 + 1
2 𝑇𝑤𝑠

Δ�̅�𝒎𝒗, (24) 

where 𝑇𝑤 [s] is the water starting time, which represents the time needed for a water 
column of height 𝐻0 [m] to increase its velocity from zero to 𝑈0 [m/s] and is given by 

 𝑇𝑤 =
𝐿𝑈0

𝑔𝐻0
, (25) 

in which 𝐿 [m] is the length of the penstock, and 𝑔 [m/s2] is the gravitational acceleration. 
Actual values for 𝑇𝑤 are in the range 0.5-4.0 s [19] but are commonly under 2.0 s in the 
Nordics [4], see Table 4. An estimation of the water starting time value for a one area 
model of the Nordic power system is done in [18] and gives 𝑇𝑤 = 1.01 s.  

Table 4. Total installed hydro power [MW] per water starting time 𝑻𝒘 [s] and country [4]. 

Water starting time 
𝑇𝑤 [s] Norway Sweden Finland 

<1.2 21 429 7 612 742 

1.2–1.4 4 204 2 146 129 

1.4–1.6 2 347 1 909 354 

1.6–1.8 0 1 275 49 

1.8–2.0 0 1 758 680 

2.0–2.2 0 0 56 

The equations presented in this chapter are valid for small changes in the variables, which 
is the main concern in this thesis. Transient studies (which are also to be performed in 
this thesis) where a large load disturbance occurs could be better described by a more 
detailed model, although traditionally, this way of modelling has been used [19]. It has 
however been shown in [4] that a one area model, using equation (24) and also (14) from 
section 2.3.2, gives similar results as a more complex model (PSS/E) and can answer the 
type of questions asked in this thesis. 
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2.6 Synthetic Inertia  

There is no generally accepted definition of synthetic inertia (SI) [7]. ENTSO-E defines 
SI as 

“… the facility provided by a power park module or HVDC system to replace the 
effect of inertia of a synchronous power generating module to a prescribed level 
of performance” 

is challenged by the authors of [9] saying that SI should only be proportional to the 
frequency derivative. They argue that SI is the response that acts on the derivative of the 
grid frequency 𝑑𝑓

𝑑𝑡
, while the response proportional to the grid frequency deviation Δ𝑓 

should be called fast frequency reserve (which is not the definition of the ancillary service 
FFR presented in section 2.4). Some of the concepts of implementation presented in this 
section are more than proportional only to the grid frequency derivative, and the 
implementation modeled in this thesis is proportional to both the derivative and deviation 
of the grid frequency. 

In [6] a summary of the state-of-the-art research on SI is presented. The term virtual 
inertia is used, although equivalent to SI. The summary categorizes SI models into 
synchronous generator model based (SG), swing equation based (SE), frequency-power 
response based (FP), and in an other-category. The models included in the last are droop 
based, virtual oscillator control (VOC), and Inducverters, which will not be covered in 
this thesis. 

All models presented have the same principal implementation where power supplied (or 
received) comes from the DC-side of an inverter, where power is taken from either storage 
(battery or rotational energy in wind power rotor), or from the change in curtailment of 
an energy source like wind or solar power, see Figure 10. The difference between the 
models is mainly in how the inverter algorithm is implemented. Different algorithms are 
suited for different energy sources since some might not, for example, respond quick 
enough, have enough storage capacity, or be suitable for rapid cycling off and on. 

 

Figure 10. General illutration of how SI is implemented. Power can be fed both directions 
through the inverter. The DC side contains storage or curtailed energy sources able to increase 
or decrease their power output according to the virtual ineria (SI) algorithm which determeines 
its response based on grid measurements. Image from [6]. 
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2.6.1 Synchronous generator model based (SG) 

The SG models’ base idea is to replicate the workings of an actual synchronous generator 
by implementing an algorithm based on the same equations describing the real machine. 
A common model is the Synchronverter which models the torque, inductance, excitation 
current, load angle, etc. The inertia 𝐽 and the damping 𝐷 that the generator should emulate 
can be specified. The advantage of the SG models are that they can be built as voltage 
sources and used as grid-forming units. Moreover, they do not have to calculate the grid 
frequency derivative and hence avoids its problems related to computational time and 
noisy signals that come with numerical calculation of derivatives. The disadvantages are 
primarily the complexity of the differential equations which also can cause numerical 
instability. The implementation as a voltage source also comes with the risk of high over-
currents, requiring additional protective devices. [6] 

2.6.2 Swing equation based (SE) 

The SE models are simpler than the SG models since they do not aim to model all the 
dynamics of a synchronous generator. Instead, they focus on the power response that the 
swing equation describes. By measuring the grid frequency, output power of the SI and 
using a model for the virtual input power, the swing equation can be used to generate the 
control signal for the inverter. The advantages and disadvantages are the same as for the 
SG models but with the additional benefit of being simpler. [6] 

2.6.3 Frequency-power response based (FP) 

The FP models are another step down in complexity from the SG and SE models. The 
goal is to emulate the inertial response of a synchronous generator and is also based on 
the swing equation. The idea is to use a PD-controller where the proportional gain 
corresponds to the grid frequency dependency/damping, 𝐷, and the derivative gain to the 
grid frequency derivative. The simplicity comes from not having to solve any complex 
equations or use additional models. However, calculating the derivative increases noise 
in the signal, requiring filtering that causes delays. [6] The simple implementation of the 
model and previous research ([8], [40]) is why this is the one that will be used in this 
thesis. 

In [8] the model is implemented in accordance with Figure 11. The input signal is the 
negative grid frequency deviation, which is filtered and put through the PD-controller. 
The output power is the sum of the PD-control signal and the energy reserve algorithm 
that, for non-infinite sources, try to restore energy balance. A simple version of the energy 
storage and recovery algorithm could be the integral of the power output with a PI-control. 

 

Figure 11. Block scheme of the FP based SI model. The negative of the grid frequency 
deviation is taken as input. 𝒔𝒊𝑫 and 𝒔𝒊𝑴 are the proportional and derivative gains. 

In a simplified case, [8] shows that the proportional and derivative gains are directly 
related to the damping and inertia constant of the grid equivalent in equation (14). For 
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example, if inertia was lost in the system, it could be directly replaced by a synthetic 
version if 

 
𝑠𝑖𝑀 = 𝑀𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 − 𝑀𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡  

𝑠𝑖𝐷 = 𝐷𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 − 𝐷𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 ,  
(26) 

where 𝑀 = 2𝐻. This simplification becomes less valid when the energy recovery and 
delay from filtering becomes significant. However, higher values for the gains will 
increase the power output from the SI. 

The model is implemented in a physical lab environment in [40]. The energy storage 
consists of a supercapacitor for quick responses and cyclability, and a battery as extra 
energy storage. The grid also has a synchronous generator providing FCR and a variable 
programmable resistive load. The real system faces challenges in reliably measuring grid 
frequency, filtering out noise, and calculating the derivative. A main result of these 
challenges is that delay is introduced. The article however showed that delays from 
inverter setpoint to output power was negligible. 

In this thesis, an extension of the model in [8] is done to be more realistic in accordance 
with [40]. Assuming the additional challenges can be modelled by delays in the input and 
in the derivative gain, along with a FIR (finite inpuls response) filter [41] for the input 
grid frequency, a parameter estimation can be done comparing the real system data with 
simulations. The real system data has been received by the author of the article [40]. A 
parameter estimation should make the model representative for the real system. 
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3 Future scenario 

In this section, a future scenario is presented that will lay the base for the simulation 
studies in this thesis. It should be noted that the thesis does not aim to predict the grid 
frequency quality at any specific time, but rather give an idea of what the quality could 
be if the system were to change in a certain manner. However, 2040 will be used as a 
reference year since forecasts exist up until that point in time. Reasoning is first presented 
on the future inertia, secondly how the load disturbance and dimensioning incident will 
be affected, and lastly, what volume of the ancillary services could be expected. 

3.1 Power capacity and inertia 2040 

Estimating the inertia in a future power system requires simulations of what amount of 
different generation types will be active over the course of a whole year. This way it can 
be determined when the rotational energy takes on a certain value. In SvK’s long term 
market analysis ([42]) the results of such a simulation is presented. The base of the 
simulations is the assumed amount of installed capacity for each generation type. They 
present three scenarios, and in Table 5 their high-scenario is compared with the current 
values and a newer estimate from the Nordic Grid Development Plan 2021 (NGDP) [43]. 
The latter forecast estimates a drastic increase, mainly in wind and solar power. 

Table 5. Comparison of installed capacity forecast from SvK [42] and NGDP [43] beside the 
current values. Values inside parenthesis indicate the share of the capacity provided by Swedish 
units. 

Installed capacity [GW] 2020 SvK high scenario 2040 NGDP 2040 

Hydro power 52 53.8 57 

Nuclear power 11 (8) 2.8 (0) 10 (5) 

Wind power 22 69.3 82 

Solar power 2 17.6 36 

Heat power 16 14.4 11 

Total 103 157.9 196 

The differences in forecasts in Table 5 could very well cause different prognoses of the 
future system inertia. NGDP assumes both higher hydro and nuclear power, which likely 
would increase the average system inertia. However, in times of high winds and nuclear 
reactors down for maintenance, the lows could still be in level with SvK’s estimate. The 
zero nuclear power installed in Sweden 2040 assumed by SvK is due to their ambition to 
prepare for the “post nuclear” system which might become reality. It is hence interesting 
for this study to also account for this scenario. 
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SvK estimates the rotational energy in the system to be quite similar for each of the three 
scenarios. To comply more with the capacity forecast from the NGDP, the SvK high 
scenario for the inertia will be used in this thesis. The estimate is that the rotational energy 
2040 will be less than 80 GWs 10 % of the time, 100 GWs 20 %, and 150 GWs 60 %. 
These values are likely to occur and will hence serve as good levels for the long-term 
quality evaluations. The extreme value for the rotational energy is as low as 50 GWs, 
which will serve as the level for the transient analysis in the thesis.  

Another important result from SvK’s simulation is that currently, low inertia situations 
occur mostly in the summer, when load is low and nuclear reactors are under 
maintenance. In 2040, this correlation is much weaker, meaning the low inertia situations 
could occur over the entire year. 

3.2 Load disturbance 

The load disturbance is the main input data for the simulations in this thesis. It is therefore 
relevant to reason how it could change in the future. Since the load disturbance is the 
difference between momentary electrical generation and load, both production and 
consumption must be analyzed. The latter is stochastic, making it hard to predict. One 
factor that might cause less variance is the introduction of battery applications that aim to 
reduce peak loads. On the other hand, increased consumption from electrified vehicles 
and industry might cause the disturbance size and variance to increase. To the authors 
knowledge, there are no studies on the subject for the timescale of interest. 

The load disturbance caused by production is likely mostly affected by the increase in 
intermittent power sources like wind and solar. Since the load disturbance in this thesis is 
calculated from the grid frequency, analyzing that during high and low wind power 
generation could indicate how the load disturbance will change.  

High wind power generation was achieved on Friday the 3rd of January and Sunday the 
16th of February 2020 [44]. A comparison of the grid frequency spectra these days with 
the low wind days of 5th of January and 18th of February 2018 respectively [45] can be 
seen in Figure 12. The same comparison, but between winter (high inertia) and summer 
(low inertia), can be seen in Figure 13. Both figures show the same trend, where low 
frequency variations dominate and some shift to higher frequency variations can be seen 
when wind increases and inertia lowers. High wind and low inertia are correlated. 
However, these frequencies are in the same range as the inter-area oscillations discussed 
in section 2.1.1, and might be related to that. If any conclusion is to be made, it would be 
that the load disturbance will likely change slightly, but not drastically, in the direction 
of higher frequency variations. Using data from a low-inertia period would likely yield 
the most representative input data for this thesis. 
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Figure 12. Frequency spectra of the grid frequency during high and low wind days. Both data 
curves from 2020 are high wind. The y-axis shows the precense of variations in the grid 
frequency with frequncies up to 1 Hz. Note the difference betweenthe expressions “grid 
frequenc”y and the “frequency of variations”. A variation frequency of 0.5 Hz means that the 
grid frequency signal has periodic content with the period 2 seconds. 

 

Figure 13. Frequency spectra of the grid frequency during winter (high inertia) and summer 
(low inertia). The y-axis shows the precense of variations in the grid frequency with frequncies 
up to 1 Hz. Note the difference betweenthe expressions “grid frequenc”y and the “frequency 
of variations”. A variation frequency of 0.5 Hz means that the grid frequency signal has 
periodic content with the period 2 seconds. 

3.2.1 Dimensioning incident 

For determining the amount of some ancillary services needed, the dimensioning incident 
is key. Currently, the level varies but has its high when Oskarshamn nuclear reactor 3 
produces full power at 1450 MW. This thesis will focus on the highest possible level. In 
2040 many nuclear reactors might have shut down, including the current largest ones, but 
new ones will have been built, including a 1600 MW (Olkiluoto-3) and a 1200 MW 
(Hanhikivi-1) reactor in Finland. The former would increase the dimensioning incident 
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but is complemented with a 300 MW load that will disconnect instantly if the reactor 
generator trips [32]. Moreover, HVDC-connections can cause large disturbances in both 
directions. The larger ones are 1400 MW and could trip during full transfer. Considering 
the reasons above, the assumed dimensioning incident for this thesis will be 1400 MW. 

3.3 Ancillary services 

The future scenario aims to present the currently planned system in the context of the 
future. This means that the ancillary services included in the scenario are the current and 
planned ones, plus SI to investigate its potential in relation to the others. The volume of 
these services, however, needs to be discussed. 

FCR-N has had a regulating strength of 6000 MW/Hz, or 600 MW in the normal band, 
for a long time based on historical needs [46]. Since FCR-N is supposed to handle normal 
load disturbances, which are assumed to not change drastically, it is assumed there is no 
need for more FCR-N. FCR-D is supposed to compensate for the dimensioning incident, 
and in 0.4 Hz replace the power lost. For a 1400 MW dimensioning incident, this means 
3500 MW/Hz regulating strength. 

The amount of FFR needed has been estimated in [28] and presented graphically as a 
function of the rotational energy in the system. For a dimensioning incident of 1450 MW 
(close to the future scenario dimensioning incident), the FFR power, 𝑃𝐹𝐹𝑅  [MW], needed 
can be estimated by the equation 

 𝑃𝐹𝐹𝑅 = −9 ∗ 𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑡 + 1415, (27) 

where 𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑡 is given in GWs. With this, the FFR power can be presented for each level of 
rotational energy prescribed by the future scenario, see Table 6. 

Table 6. FFR power needed for different levels of rotational energy in the system [28]. 

Rotational energy [GWs] 50 80 100 150 

FFR need [MW] 965 695 515 65 

The amount of SI to be provided cannot be estimated in terms of power since the 
relationships to the control parameters are not known. The relationship in (26) is not 
straight forward to use due to the adjustments made in this thesis to the SI model. 
However, using the relationship, the scenarios will aim at providing a sum of real and 
synthetic rotational energy that amounts to 300 GWs and 500 GWs in separate cases.  
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4 Methodology and implementation 

In this section the methodology for the thesis is presented. This includes how the 
theoretical descriptions of the power grid and ancillary services were implemented in a 
Matlab Simulink environment; what data and simulation intervals were used; how the 
models were verified; how the simulations were carried out; and lastly, a discussion on 
the limitations of the methodology. 

4.1 Implementation of one-area model 

In sections 2.3, 2.5, and 2.6 the theory presented all equations and models for a one-area 
representation of the power system. This model structure is a simplification suitable for 
studying events that have a frequency under 0.1 Hz, although more frequent events can 
be represented properly. The model assumes all load and generation are aggregated at a 
single point. For further limitations and assumptions concerning the model, the reader is 
referred to the sections mentioned above. 

The one-area model for this thesis will consist of five main entities, four of which are the 
ancillary services FCR-N, FCR-D, FFR, and SI, described further in sections 4.1.1–4.1.3. 
The last one is the grid equivalent described by equation (14). The block scheme for the 
model can be seen in Figure 14. The load disturbance is the input signal and will be 
described further in section 4.1.4. All simulations are carried out in per-unit with the bases 
𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 50 GW and 𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 50 Hz, although further on in the methodology section, 
thresholds and such will be referenced to in their original unit. All simulations were 
carried out with 0.01 s fixed timestep as trials showed it gave low discretization error. 

 

Figure 14. Block scheme of the one-area model. Input data is the load disturbance and output 
is the grid frequency deviation. 

4.1.1 FCR-N and -D 

FCR-N is modeled in accordance with the theory presented in section 2.5, see Figure 15. 
The input is the grid frequency deviation. For testing purposes, the model has an on/off 
gain. The input passes through a saturation block, causing the signal to not exceed 
±0.1 Hz deviation. The signal then goes through the PI-controller and servo with droop 
feedback. The servo is modeled with a first order lag filter. After the servo there is a 
backlash, then the block representing the waterway dynamics, which cause a non-
minimum phase response according to equation (24). Finally, the signal is scaled with 
equation (22) to give the correct regulation strength. 
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Figure 15. Simulink block scheme of the FCR-N model. 

FCR-D is modelled similarly but needs to be able to change parameters for the PI-
controller. The change of parameters represents the boost, discussed in section 2.4.2. A 
block representing the conditions of boost activation chooses the parameters for the PI-
control, see Figure 16. For details on the parameter choice-block, see appendix A. The 
only condition checked outside the block is whether the frequency is outside the normal 
grid frequency band or not.  

 

 

Figure 16. Simulink block scheme of the FCR-D model. For details on additional blocks in the 
model, see appendix A. 

FCR-D is only procured for grid frequency deviations up to ±0.5 Hz, where full activation 
should be reached. However, laws require that units with the possibility of increasing the 
delivery even further do so [24]. Hence, in this thesis, no upper limit is set on FCR-D, 
assuming the capacity will not bottom out. Moreover, implementing FCR-N and -D in 
parallel like in this thesis, it is important to keep the same droop to avoid “jumps” in 
power output when passing the border of the normal band [4]. 

4.1.2 FFR 

A Simulink model for FFR is developed in this thesis and builds on the specifications 
listed in section 2.4.3, see Figure 17. The limitations in the model include the ability to 
only have a single threshold for activation and having to choose between the five and 30 
second support duration. The model is also rigid in the sense that it, after activation, 
blocks re-activation for exactly 15 minutes. Activation is done as a ramp, although high 
ramp rates in practice correspond to a step. The activation delay is calculated so that full 
activation is reached at the end of the specified activation time. 

When the frequency passes the activation threshold a timer, keeping the signal active for 
five seconds, is activated. It also starts the 15-minute block, and no new signals can 
activate the service. After 5 seconds have passed, the output power reduces with 20 % per 
second. When the output is zero and there is an imbalance in the energy balance a 
countdown of 15 seconds is begun whereafter a recovery of the energy balance is 
activated with a power of -20 % of the capacity. This delay before recovery is slightly 
longer than what is required, see Figure 5, and gives the frequency more time to stabilize 
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before recovery is started. All calculations are done in per-unit with the capacity as base. 
Hence, a unit conversion to the system base is done in the last gain. 

 

Figure 17. Simulink block scheme of the FFR model. This model represents a five second 
support duration. For details on additional blocks in the model, see appendix A. 

4.1.3 SI 

The model for SI is based on the description given in section 2.6.3, see Figure 18. The 
input is the grid frequency deviation. The signal is delayed to account for real-life 
computing time, and then filtered to reduce noise, which would otherwise be enhanced in 
the derivative block. The PD-control has proportional gain 𝑠𝑖𝐷 and derivative gain 𝑠𝑖𝑀, 
named for their similarities with the system parameters 𝐷 and 𝑀. The filter and delay 
settings will be adjusted as to fit the results in [40], provided by [47]. 

 

Figure 18. Simulink block scheme of the SI model. 

The energy reserve for the SI is modeled as a simple integral of the power output. It is 
restored/controlled by a PI-controller. Choosing integral and proportional gain to be zero 
assumes a superfluous energy supply. Choosing any other parameters will reduce the 
power output and possibly the benefit of the service. In [8] the choice of recovery 
parameters is investigated. A base for the investigation is that the parameters should not 
generate any overshoot, meaning the sign of the power output should not change due to 
the recovery. The article concludes that aggressive recovery could reduce the benefit and 
possibly introduce oscillatory behavior. However, “softer” parameters require more 
energy storage. This thesis deems it likely that some energy recovery will be needed and 
assumes the procurement of enough capacity will not be an issue. Hence, the “softest” 
parameters from [8] are chosen, meaning 𝐾𝑖 = 1

300 000
 [s-1] and 𝐾𝑝 = 0.01 [p.u.] 
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4.1.4 Load disturbance and inverse model 

The main one area model for the study, illustrated in Figure 14, uses the load disturbance 
as input, that is the difference between momentary electrical load and generation. To the 
authors knowledge, there exist no measurements or estimates on this provided by any 
TSO with high enough resolution. In [2], three solutions to this issue are discussed. The 
first being the use of white noise as input, a common method when the input is unknown. 
Secondly, using random walk, which is the integral of white noise. This would introduce 
more low frequency components in the data, which are also present in the grid frequency, 
see Figure 12 and Figure 13. Thirdly, the load disturbance can be estimated using a grid 
inverse model, calculating what load disturbance would have caused a certain grid 
frequency. The third method requires more effort and adjustment but has the potential of 
describing the actual dynamics of the load disturbance. 

The third method will be used in this thesis since the character and frequency components 
of the load disturbance likely would impact the results significantly. It is hard to validate 
this method, why results should be interpreted with caution. Although the load 
disturbance is directly translated to grid frequency in the model in Figure 14, it is put in 
relation to the power from the ancillary services. A close to true amplitude of the load 
disturbance is therefore important. If the grid inverse model has any bias, this could also 
be transferred into the load disturbance [2]. 

Looking again at Figure 14, if the load disturbance is to be calculated backwards from the 
grid frequency, the signal will have to pass the same direction through the ancillary 
services, but backwards through the grid equivalent, for which we need the inverse of the 
transfer function. A more mathematical approach to the derivation of the inverse model 
is given in [2], where the inverse to the grid equivalent is derived to be 

 𝑷𝑳(𝑠) = (
𝐺(𝑠)

1 + 𝐹(𝑠)𝐺(𝑠))
−1

𝒇(𝑠) ≅ (
2𝐻𝑠 + 𝐷

𝜆𝑠 + 1 − 𝐹(𝑠)) 𝒇(𝑠), (28) 

where 𝐹(𝑠) and 𝐺(𝑠) are the transfer functions for the ancillary service and the grid 
equivalent. The approximate equality is due to the inverse causing a derivative/𝑠-term in 
the numerator, which can cause instability for noisy signals. This calls for a filtering 𝑠-
term in the denominator. The filter constant 𝜆 [s] is chosen freely but impacts the 
approximation. 

The inverse model was constructed assuming only FCR-N and -D being present, see 
Figure 19. This means that any load disturbance calculated with the model will only 
consider how these services could have caused the input frequency, disregarding the 
contribution from FRR which, for longer time series, would contribute to restoring the 
difference to zero. FCR does not have the ability to restore frequency fully but relies on 
a symmetrical load disturbance to return the frequency to nominal (compare Figure 3). 
FCR would likely have to supply more power for longer time periods with this setup. The 
choice to not include FRR however remains, as it is hard to model due to its dependence 
on manual activation. 
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Figure 19. Simulink block scheme of the inverse model. 

4.2 Data and simulation 

4.2.1 Simulation interval 

The simulation interval for the long-time simulations is the period over which the input 
data stretches. It must be long enough for different operating conditions to imprint on the 
grid frequency and by extension on the load disturbance estimation. For ancillary services 
triggered more rarely, like FCR-D and FFR, a short interval risk including events that 
would activate the service more times than normally. A longer interval hence gives more 
assurance of correct results, especially for certain measures. The disadvantages of having 
a long interval are the computation time and amount of output data. Giving each run a 
simulation time of 3–4 hours and results of about 5 GB, a month was assumed to be the 
maximal interval size for the thesis. 

The time of year, or more accurately, the load, generation mix, and inertia affect the 
frequency and load disturbance character. Studying the spectrums in Figure 12 and Figure 
13, there is a trend that high wind power and low inertia will cause more high frequency 
fluctuations in the grid frequency. A reasonable approach is therefore to use data from a 
month that has both low inertia and relatively high wind penetration. Using this approach, 
August 2018 was used as the reference month. The interval for the transient short term 
analysis was chosen to be 190 seconds after the trip of Forsmark 3 on the 2nd of January 
2018. 

4.2.2 Data sources 

The grid frequency data for all the long term quality simulations were gathered from the 
Fingrid open database [13]. The data was measured in Finland, had a resolution of 10 Hz, 
and a negligible amount of lost datapoints for which linear interpolation was used to fill 
the gaps. For the transient analysis, higher resolution data (100 Hz) was provided by [14] 
measured at the site of the incident (Forsmark). Also from the Fingrid open database, data 
on the rotational energy of the Nordic grid was gathered [48]. 

4.3 Model evaluation and verification 

4.3.1 FCR-N, -D and FFR 

To ascertain that the FCR and FFR service acts as supposed, step and ramp responses can 
be simulated. This will also show to what extent the requirements specified in section 2.4 
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are achieved for the settings used in the thesis’ simulations. Here, it is important to note 
that what is called “requirements” are, for a single unit, only a way to calculate how much 
capacity can be qualified for a certain service. However, on a system scale, they constitute 
what must be procured, and the term “requirements” is therefore more meaningful in this 
context. 

The settings for FCR can be seen in Table 7. The hydro power parameters are taken from 
[18] and are fit for the Nordic system. For the “new” FCR, parameters are according to 
[23]. Settings from [18] could be used for “old” FCR, but using different droops interfere 
with quality evaluations relating to guide vane movement, and are therefore opted out 
from. The parameters for the “old” FCR-N are the Vattenfall standard Ep1 settings [39], 
and are assumed to be representative for the current Nordic FCR. The same parameters 
are used for FCR-D; however, the integral gain has been tweaked to comply with the 
requirements. The regulating strengths are in accordance with the future scenario in 
section 3.3. 

In Figure 20 the step responses of the FCR-N service with settings according to both the 
old (a) and the new (b) requirements are shown. The figure verifies that the correct steady 
state power level is achieved according to the used regulating strength. In addition, all 
requirements but one are achieved. The one that is not is the 100 % activation after 180 
seconds in a) which in practice is hard to fulfill if there is no over-delivery. As the 
requirement is almost fulfilled, no adjustment will be done. The settings for the new 
requirements create a similar response. Lastly, the non-minimum phase response shows 
in the beginning where the power goes below zero. 

 

Figure 20. Step response after -0.1 Hz step from initial 50 Hz for the FCR-N service with old 
requirements and settings in a) and new in b). The dashed line indicates steady state 

deliverance level which should be achieved for a regulating strength of 6000 MW/Hz. The red 
dots indicate the requirements from section 2.4.1 that the service should achieve. The blue 

line should lie above these points to pass. 

Figure 21 shows the corresponding graphs for FCR-D. In a) the old settings just barely 
fulfill the requirements for the first dot, and almost does for the second. In b) the new 
settings do not reach either the required steady state level or is quick enough. This would 
either be compensated by over-delivery or by adjusting the parameters for the turbine 
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controller. In the former case, an over-delivery of 300 MW/Hz would satisfy the 
requirements, and this will be used further on in the thesis. Keep in mind this does not 
mean that the system will have more qualified regulating strength, even if the steady state 
response is larger than prescribed. Both graphs show the non-minimum phase response 
created by the waterways. 

Table 7. Parameters characterizing the old and new settings for hydro power, FCR-N, and 
FCR-D. * Integral gain if boost is active, otherwise the gain is as in FCR-N. 

 Old New Unit 
Hydro power 

𝑇𝑤  1.01 1.01 s 

𝑇𝑌  0.2 0.2 s 

𝐵𝑌  0.001 0.001 p.u. 

FCR-N    

𝐸𝑝  0.04 0.04 p.u. 

𝐾𝑃  1.0 6.25 p.u. 

𝐾𝐼  5/12 0.52 s-1 

𝑇 = 1/(𝐸𝑝𝐾𝑖)  60 48 s 

𝑅  6000 6000 MW/Hz 

FCR-D    

𝐸𝑝  0.04 0.04 p.u. 

𝐾𝑃  1.0 6.25 p.u. 

𝐾𝐼  5.0 10.4* s-1 

𝑇 = 1/(𝐸𝑝𝐾𝑖)  5 2.4 s 

𝑅  3500 3500 MW/Hz 

FFR is not proportional to the size of the disturbance so the power delivery level can be 
chosen arbitrarily. In this demonstration the capacity is set to 100 MW and the character 
of the deliverance is shown in Figure 22. The prescribed delay of 1.0 s for activation at 
49.6 Hz is visible between the dashed line and where the capacity is reached. Also, the 
discharge rate of -20 %/s, recharge power of 20 % and the 15-minute blocking functions 
properly. 
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Figure 21. a) represents the step response for the old settings and requirements for FCR-D 
after a step of -0.4 Hz from 49.9-49.5 Hz. b) is the ramp response for the new settings and 
requirements for FCR-D after a ramp of -0.24 Hz/s from 49.9-49.5 Hz. As in Figure 20 the 
red dot is the requirement which the line should be above, and the dashed line is the steady 

state deliverance level which should be achieved for a regulating strength of 3500 MW/Hz. In 
b) the grey area indicates where the boost function was active. 

 

Figure 22. Step response of the FFR service with step activation at 49.6 Hz and 1.0 s delay is 
shown in a). The dashed line shows where the grid frequency step begins. In b), even though 

only one step in grid frequency is taken, FFR is activated again 15 minutes after first 
activation instant. Both graphs also show the limited deactivation speed of -20 % per second 

and recharge power of 20 % 
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4.3.2 Load disturbance 

The load disturbance is the most important input data for this thesis and should therefore 
be verified and to some extent validated. This is done in three steps: 

1. It is verified that the inverse model is compatible with the “forward” model, by 
using steps in power. 

2. Compatibility is also evaluated using measured grid frequency data, seeing if the 
inverse, and then the forward model can reconstruct the grid frequency. 

3. Validity is analyzed by using measured grid frequencies from large disturbances 
and comparing the load disturbance to what could be expected. 

The steps are more elaborated on further down. For all verifications and validations, the 
parameters for the “old” FCR in Table 7 are used except for the regulation strengths that 
are set to 7530 MW/Hz for FCR-N [18] and 3625 MW/Hz for FCR-D which are two more 
likely figures for the system since over delivery is common and the maximal 
dimensioning incident is currently 1450 MW. The rotational energy for verification will 
be 115 GWs (𝑀 = 4.6 s), a value in between the rotational energies in the future 
scenarios. For the validation, the rotational energy was set to the value that was right after 
the event had occurred. The damping was set to 0.6 p.u. (600 MW/Hz with 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 50 
GW and 𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 50 Hz) in all simulations. 

A power step was fed into the forward model with the same settings for ancillary services 
as the inverse model (only FCR etcetera). The generated grid frequency was fed into the 
inverse model and the load disturbance was reconstructed. The result was indeed a step 
in load and the difference between the first input and the estimated step is plotted in Figure 
23 for different step sizes and values of the design parameter 𝜆. The absolute error 
increases with step size but is negligible in comparison. No value of lambda investigated 
shows a problematic error. 

 

Figure 23. Absolute value for the error for the step response verifications. The figure shows 
result for varying step size and different values of the design parameter 𝝀 [s].  

If instead measured grid frequency data is used as input for the inverse model, the 
calculated load disturbance can be used to reconstruct the measured grid frequency data. 
The results of the comparison between original and reconstructed grid frequency can be 
seen in Figure 24. The upper graphs show the actual reconstructed grid frequency, and it 
is evident that for all values of 𝜆, the reconstruction keeps close to the original. The lower 
graphs show the difference between original and reconstructed. The error becomes larger 
with increasing 𝜆, however this is partly due to a lag in the signal. Since a shift in time is 
irrelevant for the stand-alone signal, the lag-part of the error can be neglected. Although 
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a lower value of 𝜆 decrease the error, it risks causing peaks in load disturbance for high 
frequency fluctuations. Due to this and that it still gives a low error, the value of 𝜆 is 
chosen to be 0.3 seconds. 

Although results so far have shown negligible errors in verification, they do not validate 
the model. By using measured grid frequency after three major events and calculating 
their load disturbances, the model can be partly validated. The events investigated are the 
failure of Ringhals 1 on the 15th of March 2018, Forsmark 3 on the 2nd of January 2018, 
and the HVDC-link NordLink on the 10th of September 2020. In the first and second case 
the nuclear reactors were instantly disconnected, and the system lost a load of 881 MW 
[49] and 1209 MW [14] respectively. In the third scenario the HVDC-link was already 
importing 100 MW but suddenly started importing 1400 MW, providing an extra 1300 
MW to the system which was, after roughly 40 seconds, disconnected again [50]. 

 

Figure 24. The upper graphs shows the original grid frequency signal along side the 
reconstructed ones for differend values of 𝝀. The lower graphs show the difference between the 
original and the reconstructed. 

Figure 25 shows the load disturbance simulations for the three major events. As a 
reference, the actual loss/gain of load is indicated by a horizontal black line. The red dot 
indicates when the event started. The ideal shape of the calculated load disturbance would 
have been a step right after the red dot; however, this is not achieved. That said, the 
character of the disturbance might not have been ideal. How fast disconnection happened, 
voltage transients, and load/generation disconnections change how the true load 
disturbance would look. In addition, especially for longer time scales, the unmodeled 
ancillary services and exact character of ancillary services that were active at the time 
(water starting times, regulations strength etc.) affect the relationship between the grid 
frequency and the load disturbance, making it harder to model accurately. Given the 
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above and that the simulations still are within reason of what could be expected, the 
method seems good enough to use. 

 

Figure 25. Load disturbance simulations on grid frequency data during three major grid 
events. The black horisontal line show the actual disturbance level. The red dot indicated when 
the event began. 

4.3.3 SI 

The SI model needs a calibration to comply with what can be expected in a real-life 
application. From [47], data was acquired that corresponds to the implementation of SI 
in [40] that was described in section 2.6.3. The data consisted of measurements of the 
grid frequency deviation and its derivative from the real-life implementation. By using 
the same grid frequency deviation, the model could filter the signal and compute the 
derivative. Comparing the derivate that the model computed and the measured one, the 
model could be calibrated. The result of this is shown in Figure 26 and show that the 
curves are in phase but has a factorial difference which is irrelevant since derivative gain 
can be set arbitrarily. The settings for the model were that a Kaiser window (beta = 0.5) 
and 90 taps at 0.01 s sample time was used in the FIR-filter (for explanation on filter 
settings, see [41]). The delays corresponding to frequency measurement and derivative 
calculation were set to 0.01 s and 0 s respectively for the fit. 

Figure 27 shows an analytical comparison that verifies that the model computes the 
correct derivative of the input signal. These results verify that the model is comparable to 
a real-life implementation. The phase shift between the curves shows that there is 
approximately 0.45 s delay in the calculation of the derivative. In this case, all due to the 
filter. 

Finally, the step and ramp responses of the calibrated SI model with only derivative gain, 
only proportional gain, and both gains are shown in Figure 28. The delay mentioned 
above is visible here as well. The rounded shape is a consequence of the Kaiser window. 
Take notice of the difference in scales of the delivered power, comparing the step and 
ramp response, which are due to the much higher derivative of the grid frequency in the 
step.  
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Figure 26. Comparison of the measured grid frequency derivative and the one calculated in 
the model. a) shows a longer time scale, and for reference the filtered grid frequency deviation 
is included. b) zooms in to show a close up.  

 

Figure 27. Analytical comparison of the true derivative of the grid frequency deviation and the 
one calculated by the model.  
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Figure 28. Step (upper graphs) and ramp (lower graphs) responses of the SI model for only 
derivative gain (left), proportional gain (middle), and both (right).  

4.4 Simulation procedure 

This part of the methodology will introduce the configurations of the different cases that 
will be simulated in this thesis. These are split into the simulations analyzing the long 
time series quality evaluation, and the transient stability analysis. All cases are based on 
the future scenario and exist in three versions with system rotational energy at 80 GWs, 
100 GWs and 150 GWs. For the transient analysis cases, an additional level of rotational 
energy at 50 GWs is investigated as well. For the quality evaluation cases, the output from 
the simulations were analyzed with the quality evaluation methods in section 4.4.2. For 
the transient analysis, the resulting grid frequency was examined more qualitatively. 

The load disturbances were calculated using the inverse model from section 4.1.4 and 
𝜆 = 0.3 s. For the quality evaluation cases’ load disturbance, the grid frequency from 
August 2018 [13] and the month's average rotational energy of 168 GWs was used as 
input.  The corresponding data for the transient analysis were the grid frequency from 
Forsmark on the 2nd of January 2018 [14] and rotational energy 173 GWs [48].  

4.4.1 Case definitions 

The case setups were designed to investigate the effects of different approaches to 
frequency control that the TSOs could take. Therefore, FCR were present in all cases. 
One case aimed to quantify the difference between current and the proposed settings. For 
the other cases, different mixes of FFR and SI with different settings were used. Seven 
cases were defined and can be seen in Table 8. 
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Table 8. List of cases, their index number, name and description. For cases 4-6, the level of 
rotational energy mentioned in the name corresponds to the sum of real and synthetic inertia. 
Therefore the synthetic portion is bigger for the cases with lower real inertia. 

Case # Name Description 

1 Old FCR Only FCR with old settings (no boost) 

2 New FCR Only FCR with new settings 

3 FFR FCR with new settings, and FFR 

4 SI 300 GWs FCR with new settings, and derivative SI 

5 FFR + SI 300 GWs FCR with new settings, FFR and SI 

6 SI 500 GWs FCR with new settings, and increased derivative SI 

7 Proportional SI FCR with new settings, and proportional SI 

The meaning of “old” and “new” settings refers to the current and suggested requirements 
and the settings provided in Table 7. All “new” FCR had the boost function. Derivative 
and proportional SI refer to how their gains are set. For the cases with derivative gain, the 
proportional part is zero, and vice versa for the proportional case. For case 7, the 
parameter 𝑠𝑖𝐷 was set to 0.5 p.u. as it seems a reasonable value in comparison to the 
system damping. 

Table 9. Summation of FFR and SI settings for different rotational energies.  

Rotational energy [GWs] 50 80 100 150 

FFR [MW] 965 695 515 65 

siM [p.u.] 

Sum of 300 GWs 
10 8.8 8.0 6.0 

siM [p.u.]  

Sum of 500 GWs 
18 16.8 16 14 
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The FFR and SI capacity depend on the level of rotational energy. For FFR, values from 
Table 6 are used. For SI the equations in (26) are used to acquire a sum of 300 GWs 
rotational energy when adding the real to the synthetic. The relationship is, as discussed, 
not exact but gives a hint for what values could be reasonable. A sum of 300 GWs would 
give a comfortable level of inertia. For case 6, the increased SI, the sum is set to 500 GWs 
to give an exaggerated level of inertia. In Table 9 a summation can be seen. 

For FFR, the activation threshold was set to 49.6 Hz, the earliest activation level among 
the thresholds that are expected to be kept in the future. The accompanying activation 
time is 1.0 second and activation is done as a step. The support duration is 5.0 seconds. 

Additional settings are found in Table 7, however, the regulating strength of the “new” 
FCR-D is set to 3800 MW/Hz to comply with the requirements as discussed in section 
4.3.1. 

4.4.2 Quality evaluation methods 

Quality evaluations for the grid frequency can be done in several ways. A plentitude of 
options are given in Fingrid’s yearly analysis of the grid frequency [51]. A few of these 
will be considered in this thesis, namely, time outside normal band; length of frequency 
path; maximum positive and negative grid frequency deviation; and RMS/standard 
deviation. In addition, since the study models FCR, the guide vane traveled distance and 
number of guide vane cycles can be calculated to evaluate wear and tear of hydro power 
units. 

Time outside normal band is defined as the number of data points in the grid frequency 
with values outside 50±0.1 Hz multiplied by the time step. This is a common measure 
and the Nordic grid have demands from the EU that the number of minutes outside the 
normal band should be less than 15 000 per year (2.85 %) [52]. SvK’s goal is 10 000 
minutes per year (1.90 %) but has not been achieved for many years [53]. This thesis will 
take the number of points outside the normal band and divide by the total number of data 
points to calculate the time outside normal band in percent. 

The length of the frequency path is defined as the sum of the distance between the 
frequency and the frequency one step ahead, for each time step. If 𝑓𝑡 is the grid frequency 
at time 𝑡 then the total path length, 𝑑𝑓 [Hz], can be described by 

 𝑑𝑓 = ∑ |𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑖+1|
𝑖

. (29) 

Note that this is not how the path is defined in [51] although they aim at describing the 
same phenomena. 

The maximum positive and negative grid frequency deviation measured in this thesis 
means the single data points that obtain the highest value and the lowest value. In [51] 
this is analyzed in percentiles, which is not the case in the thesis, however, the 99th and 
1st percentile will be comparable to what the thesis calculates. 

The RMS is a measure that calculates the root of the average squared distance from zero 
to the data points. The standard deviation is the same calculation but with the mean value, 
not zero, as reference. In [51] the mean values for the grid frequency have a deviation 
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from nominal less than 10-3 Hz, so approximatively, the standard deviation is the same as 
the RMS. Using this, the thesis calculated the RMS of the grid frequency deviation. 

Alongside these measures that only focus on how the grid frequency behaves, it is 
important to know how the grid frequency affects the frequency control units in the grid. 
Although relationships are not linear and depend on factors not considered in this thesis, 
measuring the movements of the guide vanes in the FCR can tell us of their traveled 
distance and how many cycles they have gone through, which are related to frictional 
wear and tear, and to fatigue in the control mechanisms. The distance is calculated the 
same way as the grid frequency path, described by equation (29). The cycles are 
calculated as the number of directional changes that the control mechanism performs. In 
this thesis, the change from positive to negative direction (or vice versa) counts as one 
cycle, while the change from any direction to stand-still counts as half a cycle. This means 
that although only moving in one direction, the mechanism can go through multiple cycles 
if it starts and stops on the way. The logic behind is that what causes fatigue is the on and 
off character of the stress in the materials, which occur every time direction changes in 
some way. [23] 

4.5 Methodology discussion 

Many of the limitations of the methodology in this thesis has already been brought to light 
in previous sections. These include the assumptions of the one-area model (assuming all 
other stability being maintained, unlimited transmission capacity, aggregated load, and 
ancillary services, etcetera.), FRR not being modeled, and load disturbance validity. 
However, there are several aspects not yet discussed.  

One main issue is the rigidity of the model. This can be interpreted both as the model not 
using time variant parameters, as well as meaning all ancillary services of a certain type 
act the same way. The former interpretation causes results to not be as accurate as they 
could have been. However, in the purpose of identifying qualities of different ancillary 
services this is not a major concern or even a disadvantage. For the load disturbance 
though, it will cause the disturbance to not be the best (close to true) it could. How great 
such a misrepresentation is, is not something the thesis can answer.  

Considering rigidity in how all ancillary services are assumed to work the same also cause 
inaccurate results. The upside of this way of modeling is that it allows for easier analysis. 
It also takes less computational power when the model is simplified. The downside is that 
the system, in reality, is not as simple and has settings for all ancillary services that vary 
from site to site. What effect this has can only be speculated upon, but likely is that 
introducing more “versions”, of for example FCR-N, would smoothen the average signal. 
It might be possible to find average values that are quite representative, as in [18], but 
having few parameters to adjust, it is hard to acquire a low bias. A smoothing effect might 
have the biggest impact on the FFR response. Different support durations, activation 
profiles, and recovery methods would probably give less “sharp” power profile for the 
service (reference Figure 22). 

Continuing, the settings used for many of the simulations are probably not what would in 
reality be used. In section 4.3 some step responses are simulated for FCR, FFR and SI. 
These are quite ideal in the sense that the “requirements” that the turbine control is 
supposed to fulfill are almost perfectly met. In practice, the qualified capacity of the 
ancillary service for a single unit is defined by the least fulfilled criteria, so that some 
requirements are overdelivered on, like for FCR-D in Figure 21b. This would likely mean 
there is some additional steady state control power in the system than the level specified 
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as a procurement requirement by the TSOs. The thesis accounts for this when calculating 
the load disturbance, but not otherwise. It is likely this mainly introduces a bias, making 
the results wrong in absolute terms, but fair in comparison to one another, which is 
acceptable for this thesis. 

A factor not yet mentioned, but related to the issues above, is that all cases except case 1 
have a boost function for FCR-D. In section 2.4.2 this was mentioned as an exception to 
the stability requirement to be used for some hydro power units not able to deliver 
otherwise. The thesis had a motive to investigate this, since it is how Vattenfall aims to 
operate with the new requirements. However, that the entire fleet of FCR-D units would 
use such a method might not be what the TSOs intended. As a stability analysis is outside 
the scope of the thesis, it is hard to make any comment on if it would be reasonable for 
an entire fleet to operate like this. The effect this could have on the quality results may 
however be mostly related to how FCR-D acts when the boost is inactive. For units 
without such a function, the control response would be stronger more often, since the 
boost will not active every time the grid frequency goes outside the normal frequency 
band. 

Additional issues with the load disturbance should also be mentioned since bad input 
yields bad output. The load disturbance method and the data it yields is probably the best 
obtainable input for the thesis; however, it was said in section 3.2 that the load disturbance 
is likely to have more high frequency components in the future and the grid frequency 
data for such a scenario has not been available. The argument itself, that grid frequency 
spectra translated to the spectra of the load disturbance, could however be questioned as 
the correlation between grid frequency and load disturbance has not been the subject of 
much investigation in this thesis. 

Considering all the above in this discussion on methodology, it can be concluded that 
many uncertainties rule over the results of the thesis. Many issues are related to not being 
able to give the best prediction of the grid frequency. On the other side, that is not what 
the thesis aims at. Firstly, no prediction is to be made. The scenarios are just settings 
which the system might obtain. Secondly, the results of interest are the benefits of some 
ancillary services in contrast to other. The dangers to that investigation are more related 
to if dynamics of the system are not portrayed correctly, and mostly comes down to how 
the load disturbance was calculated.  

The cases defined for investigation include a mix of settings for the ancillary services, but 
the variations are quite limited. The reason for this is the long computational time. Each 
case with a single level of rotational energy takes about 3–4 hours to compute.  The thesis 
had to be limited due to time constraints. Trends could still be analyzed, but a full 
investigation would use a plentitude of values for 𝑠𝑖𝑀, 𝑠𝑖𝐷, regulating strengths, FFR 
support duration and capacity, FCR-N and -D settings, and so on. On the upside, a 
strength of the investigation carried out is that each case is run with different levels of 
system rotational energy, which give increased insight and perspective.  
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5 Results 

This section presents the results and is divided into two subsections, first giving the results 
of the quality analysis, and secondly of the transient analysis. Results are briefly analyzed 
but the reader is referred to the discussion in section 6.1 and 6.2 for a deeper analysis. 

5.1 Quality evaluation 

The cases described in section 4.4.1 were run for the three levels of system rotational 
energy. The quality was evaluated using all the methods described in section 4.4.2. Case 
3 and 5 will be excluded from the results as FFR was never activated in the simulation 
interval. The cases are hence equal to case 2 and 4. Moreover, the boost for FCR-D was 
never activated when rotational energy was above 150 GWs, two times for all cases at 
100 GWs, and for 80 GWs it was activated two times when derivative SI was active and 
otherwise 3 times for each case. 

Starting off, a mention of how comparisons between cases can be done is relevant. All 
cases except the “old FCR”, builds on the same FCR arrangement and are therefore 
comparable to one another. The comparison between “old FCR” and “new FCR” is one 
of comparing the different control parameters and boost function. Moreover, comparing 
“Prop. SI” with “SI 300/500 GWs”, must be done considering they utilize power and 
energy in different ways, which is seen in Table 10. The table shows the required capacity 
95 % of time, and it should be noted that 100 % coverage would require 15 times more 
power and four times the storage capacity for derivative SI, and four times more power 
and double the storage capacity for proportional SI. 

Quality evaluation measuring number of minutes outside the normal frequency band can 
be seen in Figure 29. The values are quite high considering the same evaluation on the 
original frequency data gave 2.71 %. The trend could however be relevant, showing that 
derivative gain on the SI gives no benefit, and that a proportional gain decreases the 
measure with 0.64 percentage points, roughly 11 %. There is a large difference between 
“old FCR” and “new FCR” possibly due to the shorter feedback time for the “new” 
control settings. There seem to be no strong correlation between the measure and the 
amount of real rotational energy in the system. However, the overall trend is still that the 
grid frequency spends more time outside the normal band for higher levels of inertia. This 
might be because it is harder for frequency control to restore the frequency for those 
system conditions.  
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Table 10. Power and energy required to deliver prescribed capacity 95 % of times. Evaluated 
as 𝑷𝒓(|𝑷𝑺𝑰| ≤ 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒒) = 𝟗𝟓 % and 𝑷𝒓(𝑬𝑺𝑰 ≤ 𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙) = 𝟗𝟕. 𝟓 %, 𝑷𝒓(𝑬𝑺𝑰 ≥ 𝑬𝒎𝒊𝒏) = 𝟗𝟕. 𝟓 %, 
𝑬𝒓𝒆𝒒 = 𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 − 𝑬𝒎𝒊𝒏, where 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒒 and 𝑬𝒓𝒆𝒒 are the required power and energy (method from 
[8]). 

 MW MWh 

Case 
4: 

SI 300 
GWs 

6: 
SI 500 
GWs 

7: 
 

Prop. SI 

4: 
SI 300 
GWs 

6: 
SI 500 
GWs 

7: 
 

Prop. SI 

80 GWs 75 124 21 0.052 0.10 2.1 

100 GWs 60 106 21 0.047 0.095 2.1 

150 GWs 36 76 21 0.036 0.084 2.1 

 

 

Figure 29. Quality measure showing the number of minutes outside of the normal grid 
frequency band. Target value in the nordics is 1.9 %, and reference value for the simulation 
month was 2.71 %. 

Instead considering how likely it is that the frequency stays inside the normal grid 
frequency band after entering it, the trend is positive for both proportional and derivative 
SI, although the trend is weaker for the latter, especially for low system level rotational 
energy. True inertia increases the time the frequency spends inside normal band which 
might be due to the frequency being “harder” to change for the load disturbance. The 
same reasoning, but for frequency control, was used for the number of minutes the 
frequency spends outside the normal band. The synthetic inertia seems however to not be 
as beneficial as true inertia. The evaluation computed on the reference month’s original 
grid frequency shows a better value at 5 minutes 53 seconds, continuing the trend of the 
model providing biased values. 
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Figure 30. Quality measure showing the mean number of minutes inside the normal grid 
frequency band. Reference value for the simulation month was 5 minutes 53 seconds. 

The RMS values of the frequency show the root of the mean squared distance from the 
grid frequency to its nominal value. The trend in Figure 31 is like the one in Figure 29. 
Derivative SI shows no benefit while the proportional version does. The RMS for the 
reference month was 0.045 Hz, which is lower than the values in the figure, indicating a 
bias. There seem to be no strong correlation between the measure and the amount of real 
rotational energy in the system. 

 

Figure 31. Quality measure showing the RMS of the grid frequency. Reference value for the 
simulation month was 0.045 Hz. 

Now considering the maximum positive and negative grid frequency deviations in Figure 
32 and Figure 33 it is evident that both real and (derivative) synthetic inertia is beneficial 
to the quality measure. For the higher levels of derivative SI, the difference in benefit 
from real inertia is less, which might be due to that the amount of synthetic rotational 
energy overshadows the real. Proportional SI still make a drastic improvement and for 
higher levels of real inertia, it is more beneficial than derivative SI. A reason why the 
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proportional SI performs better for higher levels of real inertia compared to the derivative 
SI could be that the proportional is able to reduce the deviation even if the grid frequency 
changes slowly. This way the frequency is more likely to be in a better position before a 
big disturbance occur. In Figure 33 the improvement in deviation is almost non-existent 
when increasing the derivative SI, which might be due to that the size of the deviation is 
caused by a slow decrease in grid frequency, which is not what the derivative SI acts on. 

 

 

Figure 32. Quality measure showing the maximum positive grid frequency deviation. 
Reference value for the simulation month was 0.24 Hz. 

 

Figure 33. Quality measure showing the maximum negative grid frequency deviation. 
Reference value for the simulation month was -0.22 Hz. 

The grid frequency path distance is the only measure that addresses the volatility of the 
grid frequency in this thesis. The values in Figure 34 clearly show that a higher inertia 
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also gives less volatility. This benefit is also acquired from (derivative) synthetic inertia, 
however, considering the high values of 𝑠𝑖𝑀 in comparison to the system parameter 𝑀, 
it is not nearly as effective. Looking at the 80 GWs curve, the effect of adding more SI 
seem to wear off. Proportional SI only gives a slight decrease, which is likely due to 
overall increased regulating strength.   

 

Figure 34. Quality measure showing the grid frequency path distance. Reference value for the 
simulation month was 10.6 kHz. 

Moving away from the measures on grid frequency, there are two measures on guide vane 
movement. The distance travelled is shown in Figure 35, and the number of cycles in 
Figure 36. The distance travelled goes in line with the grid frequency path in Figure 34, 
since a less varying frequency needs less control action from FCR. The improvement, 
however, seem even more noticeable here. The benefit of proportional SI varies 
depending on the level of rotational energy in the system but is more beneficial than 
derivative SI for 100 GWs and 150 GWs. This is expected since FCR has a proportional 
control which does not have to work as hard when there is more regulating strength in the 
system. That 80 GWs seem to benefit more from derivative SI might have to do with the 
different values on 𝑠𝑖𝑀.  

The number of guide vane cycles increase drastically going from “old” to “new” settings 
for FCR. The new settings are more “aggressive” in the sense that they have a shorter 
feedback time constant. The graph however shows the unexpected result of increased 
number of cycles when derivative SI is introduced. Further investigation has shown that 
this is due to the servo taking more small steps when controlling the turbine. This is shown 
in Figure 37. The overall up-and-down behavior is less when derivative SI is active, but 
the small on/off controls increase. This is likely due to the noisy nature of SI power 
output. After consultation with [23], it is not clear how this would affect real FCR units. 
The effect could be mitigated by filtering the grid frequency input, or if the control system 
has limits on how fast or often it acts. The backlash is also an important factor in this 
phenomenon as it decides how small a signal could be and still have effect.  
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Figure 35. Quality measure showing the guide vane path distance. 

 

Figure 36. Quality measure showing the number of guide vane cycles. 

 

Figure 37. Graph showing the difference in control of FCR guide vanes in case 2 and 6. Case 
6 includes derivative SI and show less up-and-down behavior, than case 2. However, the small 
changes in control on/off (see escpecially between time 10-30 and 150-170) gives high cycling 
according to the measurement method in the thesis. 
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5.2 Transient stability 

The transient stability cases were run in accordance with section 4.4 with the calculated 
load disturbance after a trip of Forsmark 3 as input data. The following results present the 
resulting grid frequency for each case and level of inertia. Commonly, this type of 
analysis is done with ideal steps in power. In contrast, this is done on an estimated load 
disturbance which could be more accurate to what units in the grid experience. This 
assumes a correct load disturbance, however. In Figure 38 the input data for the 
simulations can be seen. The shape of the curve is not a step like in the ideal case. The 
load disturbance is almost reduced with 700 MW between time 20–30 seconds, which 
might be unrealistic. Either way, this is a transient for which stability should be 
maintained. 

 

Figure 38. Input data for the transient stability analysis, the load disturbance efter a trip of a 
nuclear reactor. Idealy this curve should look like a step, although many factors contribute to 
this not being the case, more discussed in section 4.3.2. 

Moreover, before looking at the results, the same mention of how comparisons of cases 
can be done, as discussed in section 5.1, should be made. In Table 11 the power and 
energy storage capacity needed to cover the SI controller demand 100 % of time is shown. 
Settings for derivative SI vary, but power demand is 3 to 20 times higher for the derivative 
settings compared to proportional. Energy supplies need to be 4 to 8 times larger for the 
proportional SI. 

Figure 39 to Figure 42 show the grid frequency for the transient analysis simulations. The 
nadirs are for the rotational energy levels 80–150 GWs all in the same order but at the 
level 50 GWs, the FFR causes a swaying behavior big enough for a secondary nadir to be 
even lower than the first one. This swaying behavior is present with all FFR cases in the 
range from 50–100 GWs. Figure 43 show a summation of the nadirs, highlighting the 
points mentioned. Proportional SI is in almost all cases the service providing the most 
benefit. Looking at Table 11, this is also the service needing the least power, although it 
requires more energy storage. Only for low levels of rotational energy, the benefit of 
derivative SI seems larger. However, this is also where most power capacity is needed 
(excluding case 5 for which FFR caused major swings). 

For all levels of rotational energy, case 1 with old settings for FCR look to be near 
instability. This is not analyzed in this thesis but warrants a mention. The oscillations can 
be seen already at 150 GWs but seem to fade. At 50 GWs the amplitude remains for the 
whole time series. The reason case 2 does not reach instability might either be due to it 
having more stable parameters in general, or the use of a boost that is only active for a 
few seconds before returning to much more stable FCR-N parameters.  
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Table 11. Maximum power capacity needed to cover power and energy demand from SI 
controller 100 % of time. Case 4-6 only have derivative SI, and case 7 have only proportional 
SI. 

 MW MWh 

Case 

4: 
 

SI 300 
GWs 

5: 
 

FFR + 
SI 300 
GWs 

6: 
 

SI 500 
GWs 

7: 
 
 

Prop. 
SI 

4: 
 

SI 300 
GWs 

5: 
 

FFR + 
SI 300 
GWs 

6: 
 

SI 500 
GWs 

7: 
 

Prop. 
SI 

50 GWs 1962 3523 2996 223 0.36 0.44 0.64 1.80 

80 GWs 1253 1501 2069 189 0.32 0.27 0.60 1.84 

100 GWs 1020 1069 1681 183 0.29 0.21 0.56 1.82 

150 GWs 597 597 1208 169 0.22 0.22 0.48 1.80 

 

Figure 39. Resultning grid frequency for the transient analysis for all cases and rotational 
energy of 150 GWs. The nadirs come in the same order as the legend in the figure, with the 
lowest for old FCR. The highest grid frequencies are in the order: SI 300 GWs, SI 300 GWs + 
FFR, new FCR, SI 500 GWs, FFR, proportional SI, and old FCR. Starting 0.5-1.0 seconds 
after the initial grid frequency fall, a decrease in RoCoF can be seen from the cases using 
derivative and proportional SI. 
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Figure 40. Resultning grid frequency for the transient analysis for all cases and rotational 
energy of 100 GWs. The nadirs come in the same order as the legend in the figure, with the 
lowest for old FCR. A swaying behavior appear for both cases including FFR and also for old 
FCR. A decrease in RoCoF is visable about 0.5 seconds after initial frequency fall for the cases 
using derivative SI. 

 

Figure 41. Resultning grid frequency for the transient analysis for all cases and rotational 
energy of 80 GWs. The nadirs come in the same order as the legend in the figure, with the 
lowest for old FCR. A swaying behavior appear for both cases including FFR and also for old 
FCR. A decrease in RoCoF is visable about 0.5 seconds after initial frequency fall for the cases 
using derivative SI. 
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Figure 42. Resultning grid frequency for the transient analysis for all cases and rotational 
energy of 50 GWs. The nadirs come in the order: old FCR, FFR, new FCR, FFR + SI 300 GWs, 
SI 300 GWs, proportional SI, and SI 500 GWs. A swaying behavior appear for both cases 
including FFR and also for old FCR. A decrease in RoCoF is visable about 0.5 seconds after 
initial frequency fall for the cases using derivative SI. 

 

Figure 43. The nadirs that resulted from the transient analysis for each case and level of 
rotational energy.  
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6 Discussion 

This section provides a discussion on the results of the thesis. Firstly, the quality analysis 
is reviewed. Secondly, the transient analysis. Thirdly, the analyses from the previous 
sections are weighed together. Lastly, a discussion on the results considering the 
methodology discussion in section 4.5 is performed. 

6.1 Quality analysis 

Some overall trends have been identified in the results. Firstly, there is a difference 
between “old” and “new” FCR, which in all cases can be explained by the slight 
differences in settings for the turbine controller, mainly the feedback time constant 
(integral gain and droop relation). This causes the “new” FCR to act faster, reduce 
variance in and restore grid frequency, and, itself having to vary its generation more up 
and down. Why it also reduces the guide vane traveled path could be explained by that 
the parameters happen to be more effective at restoring the grid frequency.  

Increasing the inertia in the system seem to have the, maybe expected, effect to make 
changes in frequency “harder” to achieve for not only the load disturbance, but also the 
ancillary services. This is seen in both Figure 29 and Figure 30. The consequence is that 
the grid frequency not only stay longer inside the normal band, but also outside it. 
However, the latter is not as pronounced as the former. The same applies to synthetic 
inertia, but not at the same scale. 

More trends are that derivative SI does not help in reducing RMS, minutes outside normal 
band, and time inside normal band, because they are measures that are dominated by 
lower frequency events (with low derivative). The same measurements are, in contrast, 
improved by proportional SI since it acts on a deviation rather than the RoCoF. Derivative 
SI is most effective in improving quality in measures that are affected by high frequency 
changes, like the grid frequency path distance, and maximum positive and negative grid 
frequency deviation. In extension to the reduction to frequency path distance, derivative 
SI also reduces guide vane path distance. 

The more surprising result was that derivative SI did not reduce guide vane cycles more. 
The expected behavior is present, the control of FCR does not have to vary its generation 
as often. However, the noisy power output of the SI has added the effect that the backlash 
threshold is crossed more often, and the control is hence done in smaller but more frequent 
steps, see Figure 37. This might not be of actual concern, since filtering and servo settings 
might be different from in the model, but it should be noticed since also small changes in 
guide vane position can cause high stress in materials and build on the fatigue [23]. 

A considerable difference between the reference value (quality evaluated on input grid 
frequency data) and simulated values were present for the measures: minutes outside 
normal band, time inside normal band, and RMS. A common factor for these measures is 
that they all improve when the grid frequency is restored to nominal. None of the ancillary 
services simulated in this thesis can restore grid frequency fully, but rather depend on the 
load disturbance being symmetrical. The reason for the bias between reference and 
simulation is therefore likely due to that FRR is not simulated, which otherwise would, 
in the longer run, restore the grid frequency. If this is the case, the trends should not be 
highly affected as they are more dependent of higher frequency fluctuations in load and 
grid frequency. The most concerning issue would be that FCR-N risk being at its capacity 
too often, and hence FCR-D spending more time active. 
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In general, the ancillary service providing the most benefit was the proportional SI, 
improving most measures the most, excluding a few (maximum positive deviation and 
frequency path distance) where a high level of derivative SI was slightly better. This 
should be put in relation to the power and energy storage figures in Table 10. The power 
demand ranges from 1.5-5 times higher for derivative SI, however, the proportional 
requiring 20-40 times more energy storage. At the same time, the levels of roughly 
2 MWh are very low, especially on an aggregated level. 

6.2 Transient analysis 

The transient analysis gave further insight into the benefits and drawbacks of the studied 
ancillary services. For these simulations, FFR got to activate. It also showed the power 
and energy requirements of SI needed in a more critical situation. Another level of 
rotational energy was also investigated.  

Firstly, the size of the disturbance was, in absolute terms, about 1000 MW, about 400 MW 
less than the dimensioning incident. Looking at Table 11, the SI power response is for 
many cases 2-3 times higher than the disturbance itself. It seems unreasonable and 
possibly unstable to have such a response. At the same time, the response did not entirely 
mitigate the decrease in frequency. Most graphs see a decrease in RoCoF when derivative 
SI is active which is due to these high spikes in SI power. However, the response is so 
big it flattens the grid frequency curve, reducing SI power to near zero. A quicker 
response from the SI would possibly have given a smoother decrease in RoCoF and in 
turn a smoother and smaller power profile from the SI. 

Without reducing the nadir much or at all, FFR introduced major swings in the grid 
frequency for levels of rotational energy between 50-100 GWs. This in turn led to the 
highest overshoots for the cases with 50 and 80 GWs. The SI + FFR combination 
mitigated this effect somewhat but caused the SI to reach its highest peak power out of 
all cases, see Table 11. The high levels of FFR needed for low levels of inertia, see Table 
6, risk worsening the stability. On the other side, had the disturbance been even larger or 
had another character, the same might not be true. The system should still manage a 
disturbance such as in this thesis. 

A major overshoot was present for most cases and levels of rotational energy. This is 
likely only due to the character of the load disturbance since the disturbance decreases 
rapidly after the frequency control power has activated. The proportional SI had less 
overshoot due to its unwillingness to deviate from nominal grid frequency. 

Overall, the performance was best for the proportional SI, at the same time using a 
fraction of the power as derivative SI. The energy needed to deliver exceeds other options 
by an even larger factor, but barely 2 MWh is not unreasonable to acquire, especially at 
an aggregated level. Considering the power needed, it might even be hard to acquire such 
a low energy storage capacity only using batteries. Derivative SI mainly has the benefit 
of providing a lower RoCoF, causing the nadir to be achieved later. It also recovers its 
energy balance naturally to some extent when the grid frequency is restored. A 
combination of derivative and proportional SI might complement each other in that sense. 

6.3 Evaluation of ancillary services 

This thesis has presented results showing the quantitative grid frequency quality 
improvements of some ancillary service configurations that might be possible in a future 
frequency control system. It is evident that only the current FCR will not be sufficient, 
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which shows especially in the transient analysis. It is also not performing great in the 
quality measurements. The new FCR drastically improves this, but for low levels of the 
inertia, FFR might be more dangerous than beneficial. FFR does also not contribute at all 
to the grid frequency quality. 

The results of this thesis goes in line with some previous studies, especially [9] and [8]. 
In the former, the benefit of proportional SI was shown to be superior to the derivative 
one. In the latter, it was shown that derivative SI could give the same properties as true 
inertia and that power and energy storage requirements are moderate. The same has been 
shown in this thesis but the similarity between true and synthetic inertia was shown to be 
weaker, probably due to a larger, and possibly more realistic, lag between grid frequency 
and power output.  

The cases evaluated are quite few, and more variations should be considered before 
drawing definite conclusions. What this thesis can contribute with are indications of how 
the system responds to the evaluated scenarios. There is likely a conclusion to be drawn 
that a quick proportional response is the most beneficial to the system, at a lower cost 
(less power capacity needed). It is also easier to implement a proportional control since 
the derivative does not have to be calculated. Filtering becomes easier, and delay in power 
response can be reduced. What could challenge this is if the delay could be reduced so 
that derivative SI acts more like in [8], which would introduce the benefits of true inertia 
seen in Figure 30, Figure 34, Figure 35, and Figure 36. The question then becomes if the 
improvements in these quality measures warrants introduction of the derivative SI. This 
is especially a question for hydro power owners as the main quality improvements from 
true inertia are seen in measures related to hydro power wear and tear. 

Proportional SI would be a grid frequency control method, not very unlike FCR which 
uses a PI-control with droop. The difference is primarily in the integral part of the 
controller, and in the dynamics of a hydro power plant which, from a system point of 
view, primarily makes it respond slower. The quick response is likely to be a beneficial 
factor for some quality measures and for large disturbances, but it should be investigated 
in comparison with increases in procured regulating strength for FCR. This is possibly a 
question of economics, where for some measures of quality it might be enough to acquire 
more existent (and possibly cheaper) capacity. In contrast, the most pressing quality 
measure might require the quick response of proportional SI. 

Derivative SI may not be the magic solution to grid frequency control issues coming from 
a decreased level of system inertia. Although it seems like a logical option to replace what 
is being lost, other solutions might offer more benefits. Using the option that requires the 
least power also has the benefit of not being limited by capacity bottlenecks. In general, 
opting out of derivative SI reduces the need for complicated technology for grid frequency 
derivation and in turn complicated regulatory frameworks, and might be the best option. 

6.4 Validity of results 

This section of the discussion will briefly discuss a few points from section 4.5 in light of 
the results. For example, the bias that was expected from not modeling FRR was likely 
present in the result. This causes the absolute values of the results to be flawed. However, 
trends should be more accurate since the bias would be similar for all cases. The load 
disturbance validity is also a topic discussed extensively so far in the thesis and remains 
the greatest source of uncertainty. However, these are issues that are somewhat outside 
of the model assumptions.  
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Due to time constraints the impact of variations in settings could not be fully investigated. 
Although three levels of rotational energy, and two levels of synthetic inertia were used, 
the simulations cannot be viewed as sensitivity tested. All parameters that are subject to 
change due to current operating conditions, like hydro power’s water starting time, or 
parameters that make ancillary services work differently, like FFR’s support duration, 
should be varied in order to estimate the fairness of the model. Since this has not been 
done in this thesis, the results of such an investigation can only be speculated of.  

One of the more obvious factors that should be investigated is the support duration for 
the FFR service. Only the short duration is used in the simulations and using the long 
duration or a mix of the two could very well make a big difference for the results impacted 
by FFR. Other sensitive parameters are likely the response time (non-minimum phase 
response) and regulating strengths of FCR since a stronger and faster FCR service would 
make the contribution from SI, which is a fast power intensive service, less in comparison. 
Finally, the response time of the SI service is what in modeling terms makes the difference 
between true and synthetic inertia. Shortening or lengthening that filter lag/delay would 
likely impact the benefit of derivative SI greatly.  

The model assumes stable and constant voltage, sufficient transmission capacity, and that 
all load and generation are in one place, disregarding inter-area effects. Hence, the model 
used in this thesis can only provide the outer bounds of how the system would behave. 
Further limitations to benefits are likely introduced if all the above were to be considered. 
The large power discharges of SI would introduce spikes or sags in voltage. Little is 
known about how power electronic converters interact at a larger system scale. Their 
introduction might cause more oscillations in the grid. Lastly, the capacity is limited as is 
today, and introducing new frequency control at random locations in the grid might cause 
power flows to behave differently. These factors are all subjects needed to be investigated 
to set limits for certain ancillary services and their applicability. 
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7 Conclusions 

This thesis has implemented a one-area model of the power system able to evaluate an 
ensemble of quality measures for the grid frequency of the Nordic power system. The 
model has introduced new model structures for FCR-D, FFR and SI and used a new 
approach to quality evaluation, looking at broader range of quality measures for longer 
time series than previous studies. The model has weaknesses that makes it unable to give 
unbiased results, but arguments for trends being correct exists.  

The evaluated ancillary services provide benefits in different manners, although some are 
more versatile than others, meaning they improve a wider range of measures. Although 
more cases should be simulated and compared to be sure, proportional SI indicates overall 
best performance. Derivative SI is only fit for measures that rely on faster events, like 
maximum negative frequency deviation and guide vane path distance. FFR on the other 
hand does nothing to improve quality and worsens stability for low inertia situations.  

Measures like RMS and time outside normal band indicate that they are only weakly 
correlated to system inertia. They are however improved by proportional frequency 
control, like proportional SI. It is therefore to consider if replacement of lost system 
inertia is the best option or if better solutions are found elsewhere, like in a fast 
proportional response. However, the damping provided by synchronous machines would 
contribute the same way as proportional SI and is closely related to the decrease in inertia, 
which might be why the correlation is thought to exist. 

The quality evaluated in terms of guide vane path distance shows the most improvement 
by derivative SI, although the number of cycles does increase with its use. It is hence of 
interest for hydro power operators to investigate this matter further. From a system 
perspective one might not expect the TSOs to introduce synthetic inertia as a new 
ancillary service, if the indications of this thesis are true. 

Additional work is required to justify or contradict the indications of this thesis. Firstly, 
it should be done comparing more cases with the model provided here. Secondly, 
investigations without the assumptions of the one-area model are required. Lastly, an 
economic assessment of the benefit of fast proportional SI in comparison with additional 
regulating strength in FCR is needed to be able to conclude what service serves the system 
the most. 
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8 Future work 

Over the course of the thesis, it has become apparent that the issue at hand cannot be 
covered by a single thesis. Not only are there more scenarios and settings to be simulated, 
but the main building blocks of the model should be validated more carefully. With this 
in mind, the following list provide a few areas that would further ratify and/or nuance the 
answers that this thesis has tried to answer. 

• Validated load disturbance 
A properly validated load disturbance is key for any simulation of the kind that 
this thesis has performed. The needs include identifying ways of validating and 
building a model able to reconstruct the load disturbance from the grid 
frequency. Such a model would probably need dynamic parameter input to 
account for inertia and regulation strength changing over time. 
 

• FRR modeled 
The model in the thesis has not included the FRR service, meaning it has not 
been able to restore the grid frequency to nominal over longer periods of time. 
This has probably led to a bias in the results where FCR has had to do more of 
the work trying to restore the grid frequency. Ultimately, for long timeseries 
simulations, the FRR needs to be modeled to avoid this bias. 
 

• Sped up simulations, better model performance 
The thesis has struggles with providing nuanced results due to time constraints. 
If the model had been more efficient, more results could have been produced. 
Currently the model has been able to simulate about 20,000 time steps per 
second with 0.01 second time steps running in Simulink’s accelerated mode. 
Work should be put in to make the model more effective by simplifying some 
implementations and possibly by increasing the time step to a maximal level. 
This would also allow for making the model more complex and in extension 
more realistic. 
 

• Less rigid model or aggregation effect 
The model in the thesis assumes that all ancillary services have the same settings 
and performance. This is a simplification that makes the model more rigid. The 
model could be extended by including multiple blocks for each ancillary service. 
The rigidity might also be reduced by investigating the aggregation effect of 
multiple units in collaboration (compare with the aggregation effect of electric 
loads (Swedish: Sammalagringseffekt), and extedning the model blocks to 
account for this effect. 
 

• Other SI models’ performance 
This thesis has only studied one type of SI implementation. Similar studies 
should be done including the other SI models mentioned in section 2.6. The 
model used in this thesis could also be further investigated by reducing the 
filtering lag (however, this would probably require better input data since the tap 
setting of the FIR-filter cannot be reduced without increasing noise). 
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• SI and FFR impact on stability margins 
Introducing these new ancillary services, a deeper look into the system stability 
is required. The transfer function of all the ancillary services combined must be 
analyzed to ensure that enough stability margin is maintained. This would 
probably require linearization of the models, manual stability simulations, or 
translating the stability requirements into a stability measure suitable for a non-
linear model. 
 

• Interaction between fast responding frequency control units spread over 
large distances  
Introducing converter driven feedback control units spread over the Nordic grid 
could possibly cause unwanted dynamics. Since grid frequency is not the same 
over the entire system, response algorithms might be different and have different 
speeds, the units might interact and cause inter-area oscillations or cancel each 
other’s’ actions. This could seriously affect the benefit of the services and 
should be investigated. 
 

• Synthetic inertia within normal band 
Inertia does not help in acquiring better values for the quality measures time 
outside normal band and frequency RMS. This is likely because it is equally 
hard to restore the frequency after a deviation as it is for the deviation to occur in 
the first place. However, if you could add synthetic inertia that is only active 
within the normal band, you could make it hard for a deviation to occur and easy 
to restore it.  
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Appendix A – Additional modeling blocks 

The Simulink implementations of some of the models for ancillary services used in the thesis rely on additional modeling-blocks not described in the 
main part of the thesis. These have functionalities that are easily described in words and can be built in many ways, yielding the same results. For 
transparency, these blocks are available in this appendix. 

 

 

 

 

Appendix A – Figure 1. The parameter choice block used in the FCR-D model. The input goes in to the boost blocks, one for upwards and one for downwards 
control. If any of these are activated, the switch at the end is flicked and boost parameters (as a vector) become the output. 
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Appendix A – Figure 2. The boost block used in the parameter choice block used in the FCR-D model. The sign of the input is changed to comply with the model 
after which the signal goes through a low pass filter. The derivative of the signal is compared and if it is high enough the signal passes through to the activator 
timer that keeps the signal on for 8 seconds and keeps the boost active. At the same time, the signal goes to the switch in the middle, making sure the boost cannot 
activate again. When the 8 seconds have passed, the activator timer on the top sences the output signal decrease and keeps the activation lock on for an additional 
5 minutes. 
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Appendix A – Figure 3. Activator timer block used in many of the models in the thesis. Given any input signal of type double, the block creates an output equal to 
1.0, which is on for as many seconds as specified in the time-input. The input signal pass through an absolute value and is multiplied by a very large number. This 
causes the integral, which is limited to 1.0, to increase to 1.0 in one time step.The output from the integral is the block output but also goes to another integral. 
The output of the second integral is compared to the time-input and when the signal passes the threshold, it resets both the integrals to zero. The Z-1 delay blocks 
ensure stability. 

 

Appendix A – Figure 4. Discharge block used in the FFR model. While the input is zero, the block outputs a discharge signal accordining to the specified rate. 
When the input is 1.0, the discharge is turned off. The model requires the block receiving the output signal to be unable to achieve negative values. 
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Appendix A – Figure 5. 15 minute blockage block used in the FFR model. When input is given, the timer is activated for the specified amount of time (15 minutes 
in this case). The output is 1.0 if not activated and zero if activated. The filter ensures loop stability. 
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